
CHAPTER 4

TheOpen Economy

[This is a draft chapter of a new book - Carlin & Soskice (200x)1].
In the analysis of macroeconomics to this point in the book, we have assumed a completely

closed economy. For an economy the sizeof the USA, that may bea useful approximation: exports
constitute only about 10% of GDP. This is also the case for other large economies like Brazil, India
and Japan. But when we want to analyze a European economy, for example, the picture changes
dramatically. The British and German economies have export sectors of about 25% of GDP. In
smaller countries, such as the Netherlands or Belgium, exports amount to more than 50% of GDP.
In small economies with high levels of processing and re-export of imported goods such as Ireland
or Singapore, the export share can exceed 100%. In Asia, Taiwan, Thailand and South Korea have
export shares of between 40 and 50%.

Moreover, the financial markets of advanced and emerging economies are integrated into global
markets. Hencewehave to understand how to deal with both exportsand imports and with the inte-
gration of domestic and international financial markets. Happily, understanding theclosed economy
takes us a large part of the way to being able to analyze economies that are plugged into the world
economy. We focus in these three chapters on what is referred to as a small open economy. This is
an open economy that is assumed to be too small to in�uence the level of world output or theworld
interest rate. Conditions in the rest of theworld are taken as given.

Closely related to the problem of analyzing open economies is the analysis of regions within a
singlecountry. Few economistswould think of analyzing a region of acountry asaclosed economy
itself. It is too obvious in the case of a region within a country that its financial market is integrated
into the national one. It is also evident that much of what is produced in a region is exported from
the region, and much of what is consumed is imported from beyond the region. The open region is
not identical to the open economy for two reasons. First, unlike the open economy, there may be
considerable labour mobility between different regions in the same economy. In fact we make the
assumption in what follows that there is no labour mobility between open economies.2 Second, the
region has no control over monetary policy, and the region usually has only limited (or no) say in
fiscal policy. Both monetary and fiscal policy are the prerogative of the national not the regional
government. In the case of an open economy, the national government or government and central
bank (in thecaseof an independent central bank) can decideon monetary and fiscal policy.

There is an exception to the control by the national government (or central bank) of monetary
policy. That is in the now important case of a group of economies that share a common currency,
and hence a common monetary policy. This is true of the member countries of EMU, the European
Economic and Monetary Union. For a member of a common currency area, in contrast to the stan-
dard open economy case, the national government has no control over monetary policy, including
the exchange rate. As in the standard open economy case and in contrast to the regional case, the
national government has control over fiscal policy (subject to the rules of the monetary union) and

1 c�Wendy Carlin & David Soskice (2003). Wearevery grateful to Andrew Glyn, Georg von Graevenitz, Massimo
di Matteo, William Wachtmeister and especially to NicholasRau for their help and advicebut weare responsible for all
errors.

2Economic migration is an important feature of the modern world as can be seen from the football pages of any
newspaper. However it is unlikely to be strongly affected by relatively short-term changes in domestic economic con-
ditions. Moreover economic analysis becomes impossible when too many variables are treated as endogenous. We
therefore treat national populationsasgiven in what follows.
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2 4. THE OPEN ECONOMY

there isno labour mobility. Table4.1 providesasummary of thedifferencesbetween the threemain
typesof open economy.

Type of open Fiscal policy Monetary and ex- Labour market
economy change rate policy structure

National economy No institutional Control over mon- No mobility across
not in amonetary constraints etary and exchange national boundaries
union ratepolicy
National economy in Monetary union may No control over No mobility across
amonetary union impose(weak) monetary and ex- national boundaries

institutional con- changeratepolicy
straints

Region in an National economy No control over mon- Mobility across
economy imposes (strong) etary and exchange regions

institutional ratepolicy
constraints

Table4.1 Types of open economy

Weshall seethat thefundamental conceptsdeveloped for theclosed economy remain at thecore
of the macro analysis of theopen economy. Moreover, once the analysis of the standard small open
economy has been completed, it will bequite easy to extend the analysis to thecaseof a region and
to that of an economy within asinglecurrency union. Thustheextraeffort needed for open economy
analysis will havea largepayback in termsof our ability to analyze real world situations.

Just as with the closed economy, we find it very useful in the open economy analysis to distin-
guish between, on the one hand, how output and employment are determined in the short run when
prices and wages are given and, on the other hand, how they are determined in the medium term
when we include feedback from changes in output to wages and prices.

The first component is based on a short-run model known as the Mundell–Fleming model after
its authors Robert Mundell and Marcus Fleming, who independently developed the model in the
early 1960s. Webegin by addressing the following questions:

� How isoutput determination in theshort run affected by tradeand financial openness?
� What determines the tradebalance and why does it matter?
� What is the real exchange rateand how does it affect output and trade?
� How do fixed and �exibleexchange rate regimes work?

Thechapter isorganized in thefollowing way. Section 1 dealswith theconsequencesof opening
the goods market and section 2, with the opening of the financial market. The key ground-work for
theshort-runopeneconomy model istobefound in thosetwosections. Beforeputting themtogether,
wepresent ashort section to highlight how fixed and�exibleexchangeratesystemsoperate. Section
4 is also short and its aim is to pin down the key balance of payments concepts that are needed for
open economy macro. In section 5, the Mundell–Fleming model is put together. We show how to
analyze fiscal, monetary and exchange rate policy in the short-run. Along the way, we highlight
the implications for the adjustment process to a new short-run equilibrium of assuming adaptive
or rational expectations for exchange rates and we show how a combination of forward-looking
exchange rate expectations and sluggish behaviour in the goods market will produce exchange rate
overshooting. After section 5, theway isopen to go on to theanalysisof themedium run in Chapter
5. However, an optional section 6 is provided for those who are interested in finding out what
happens when we relax three of the key assumptions made in this chapter: that there is perfect
international capital mobility, that the home economy is small and that international financial assets
are perfect substitutes.
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In Chapter 5, theshort-run Mundell–Fleming model isextended to themedium run by introduc-
ing endogenous wage and price adjustments. This is essential in order to analyze what happens to
equilibrium employment and in�ation in the open economy. Chapter 6 puts the model to work by
analyzing different kinds of shocks and alternativepolicy responses.

1. Opening thegoodsmarket

Thepurchaseof goodsand servicesfrom abroad (imports) and thesaleof home-produced output
(exports) in�uences the level of output in the economy in the short run. Holding all else constant,
imports of goods depress domestic output because demand for home production goes down and
conversely, exports raise domestic output as foreign orders boost demand for home production. We
shall begin by modifying thegoods market equilibrium condition to takeaccount of this.

The extension of the model to include imports and exports raises a second issue. At the econ-
omy’s short-run equilibrium level of output, there may be a trade deficit, trade balance or a surplus.
Why is it important to know thestateof the tradebalance? If there isa tradesurplus, exportsexceed
imports with the result that the home economy is increasing its wealth (we ignore the receipt of net
interest paymentsfor themoment). Thetradesurpluscan beused to buy foreign assetsor to increase
the official foreign exchange reserves in the home country’s central bank. If there is a trade deficit,
thehomecountry ispurchasing more from abroad than its receipts from thesaleof exports. In order
to pay for these imports in excess of exports (net imports), the home country has to borrow from
abroad or to run down its reserves of foreign exchange. We shall investigate these relationships in
more detail later in the chapter but already it appears that tracking the trade balance is important
becauseof its implications for thecountry’s wealth. An economy with apersistent tradedeficit isas
a consequence running down its wealth (acquiring liabilities vis a vis the rest of the world) whereas
a country with a persistent trade surplus is building up its wealth (acquiring assets vis a vis the rest
of the world). As we shall see, such changes in wealth may eventually affect the terms on which
the country can borrow or its exchange rate or the level of aggregate demand through the effect of
changes in wealth on consumption. Throughout the analysis of the open economy, we therefore
monitor what happens to the trade balance.

1.1. Goodsmarket equilibr ium. Werecall thegoodsmarket equilibriumcondition fromChap-
ter 2:

�� � � (goods market equilibrium)

where � is output and �� is aggregate demand. Aggregate demand in turn depends in the closed
economy on planned expenditure on consumption and investment by the private sector and planned
government spending and can bewritten as

�� � ���� �� ��wealth� � ���� �� � � (planned expenditure, closed economy)

where � is consumption, � is planned investment, � is government spending and � is taxation, all in
real terms.

We now introduce the open economy. Trade in goods has two effects. First, the demand for the
home economy’s output is boosted by demand from abroad, in the form of exports, 	. Second, it is
dampened by goods imported from abroad,
, which substitute for domestic output. Theconcept of
domestic absorption is a useful one in the open economy. Domestic absorption, ���, is defined as
total spending by home agents on consumption, investment and government purchases irrespective
of theorigin of thegoods or services:

��� � �� � � � (domestic absorption)

To calculate domestic spending on home-produced goods and services, it is necessary to subtract
spending on imports, 
. And to find out total demand for home-produced goods and services,
��, foreign demand for exports, 	, must be added in. If the French government plans to increase
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its expenditure by purchasing Italian-made metro carriages, this shows up as a rise in domestic
absorption (� �) and a rise in imports (� 
) of the same size. These two items cancel out and
planned expenditure on home-produced goods and services does not therefore change. In general,
wehave

�� � ��� � � ���
� 	

� ���� �	�
�

� ������ (planned expenditure, open economy)

where the tradebalance, �� , is
�� � 	�
 (tradebalance)

The term net exports is used interchangeably with trade balance. In our French example, although
planned expendituredoes not change, the tradebalancedeterioratesdue to the rise in imports.

We turn now to the determinants of exports and imports and hence of the balance of trade. To
begin with, weusea very simple model. Let us assume that exports are exogenous and that imports
depend only on the level of domestic output or income. Hence

	 � 	

and


 � 
���

where
� is aconstant and is called the marginal propensity to import.
Therefore thebalanceof trade is

�� � 	�


� 	�
��

and the level of incomeat which trade is balanced, i.e. �� � �, ��� , is

��� �
�


�

� 	

The level of output ��� tells us nothing about the actual level of output, only the level of output at
which thebalanceof trade is zero.

Next we need to see how actual output is determined. We shall see that there are four different
ways of expressing the goods market equilibrium condition, each of which provides a different
insight. To simplify, let consumption be a simple linear function of disposable income and let
investment and government spending be exogenous. There is a linear tax function: � � ��� so we
have � � �� � ���� � ����. Thegoods market equilibrium condition becomes

� � ������ (goods market equilibrium No. 1)

� �� � ���� � ���� � � � � � 	�
��

where � � ���� and for themoment, we assumethat the real interest rate is constant and equal to ��.
Collecting the terms in � on the left hand side and rearranging gives the goods market equilibrium
condition in the form: output is equal to themultiplier times theexogenous components of demand.
Thus

� �
�

�� � ���� �
�

��� � � � � � 	� � (goods market equilibrium No. 2)

where �� is the marginal propensity to save (�� � � � ��). As compared with the closed economy,
themultiplier, �

����������
is lower becauseof themarginal propensity to import, 
�.

It is useful to think about the goods market equilibrium condition in a third way. If we multiply
the left hand side of the goods market equilibrium condition by the denominator of the multiplier,
wehave:

��� � ���� �
�� � �� �� �
planned leakages

� �� � � � � � 	� �� �
planned injections

(goods market equilibrium No. 3)
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This shows that the goods market will be in equilibrium when the planned leakages of demand
from the �ow of income in the economy through savings, taxation and imports are equal to the
planned injections of demand in the economy in the form of autonomous consumption, investment,
government expenditureand exports.
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FIGURE 1. Equilibr ium output (planned injections � planned leakages)� bal-
anced tradeoutput

Wecan also rearrange the tradebalanceequation:


� � � � 	

and show both the goods market equilibrium and the trade balance in the same diagram (see Fig.
4.1). Balanced trade output is shown by ��� — the level of output at which exports are equal to
imports. The goods market equilibrium condition is shown: planned leakages are equal to planned
injections at point � — i.e. at an output level of �� At this level of output, it is clear from the
comparison of imports with exports that there is a tradedeficit.

Holding constant themarginal propensity to import and theexogenous level of exportsasshown
in Fig. 4.1, trade balance would require a reduction in the short-run equilibrium level of output to
��� . This could be achieved either by a reduction in size of the multiplier (through a rise in the tax
rate or by a drop in the marginal propensity to consume out of disposable income), which steepens
the planned leakages line, or by a fall in one of the exogenous components of domestic demand (a
downward shift in theplanned injections line).

We can now use this model to examine the implications for output and the trade balance of, for
example, an exogenous change in exports. Since a rise in exports raises the level of equilibrium
output, which in turn raises imports, it is not immediately obvious what the trade balance will be
in the new short-run equilibrium. However, the answer is clear from Fig. 4.2. In response to
an exogenous increase in exports, balanced trade output rises by more than actual output. The
consequence is that there is a trade surplus at the new equilibrium level of output. We have shown
this using a simple model, but the key insight carries over to more complicated ones and will be a
recurrent theme in theanalysis of theopen economy.

Thereason that arisein exportsleadsto atradesurplusisthat thenew equilibrium level of output
will occur when additional leakages equal to the increase in exports have been generated by a rise
in income. Since savings and taxation are leakages in addition to imports, the equilibrium level of
output must bebelow thenew balanced trade level.

In Fig. 4.2, the economy is initially at goods market equilibrium at point � with an output level
of ��. Since exports and imports are equal at this output level, there is trade balance: the ��� -line
goes through point �. Then there is a rise in the level of exports to �	�. Leakages are equal to
injections at point �. The new level of output is ��. At this level of output, exports exceed imports
(note the rightward shift of the��� -line) and� is therefore aposition of tradesurplus.
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FIGURE 2. A rise in exports improves the tradebalance

1.2. Sector financial balances. Another useful way of manipulating the goods market equilib-
rium condition is to write it in terms of sectoral savings and investment balances. Three sectors are
of interest: the private sector financial balance (private savings net of its investment), the govern-
ment sector financial balance (taxation net of government expenditure), and the trade balance (net
investment abroad). To see this, we rearrange the leakages and injections equation to separate out
taxation to give3:

����
	
�� � �� � ��

� �� �
privatesector financial balance

� ���� � ��
� �� �

government financial balance

� 	�
��� �� �
net inv abroad

(goods market equilibrium No. 4)
where the marginal propensity to save is �� � �� � ��� and �	
�� is disposable income, �	
�� �
��� ����.

This expression is a very useful one because it highlights the �ow equilibrium in the economy.
One sector, for example, the private sector, can only run a financial deficit (investing more than
it is saving) if another sector (the government or foreign trade sector) runs a surplus. Whenever
the goods market is in equilibrium, private savings net of investment (the private sector’s financial
balance) plus the government budget surplus (the government’s financial balance) is equal to the
tradesurplus.

Ceteris paribus, a trade surplus means that stocks of foreign assets are increasing in the home
economy. This measures the increase in the foreign wealth of the home economy and is therefore
referred to as net investment abroad. If trade is balanced at the goods market equilibrium, then any
government deficit must be matched by an excess of private savings over investment. Similarly,
if the private sector is in savings and investment balance, a budget deficit will be matched by net
borrowing from abroad in the form of a tradedeficit.

1.3. Real and nominal exchange rates. What affects our demand for foreign goods and ser-
vices and the demand of foreign residents for our tradeable products? Tradeables are the goods and
services that can potentially be bought or sold across international borders. One obvious in�uence

3A step-by-step derivation isshown below: in thefirst line, wemultiply through by �
 shift imports to theright hand
sideand thedomestic components of demand to the left hand side. In thesecond line, weadd and subtract ����� and in
the third line, weuse the fact that �� � �� � ��

��� � ����� � �� � � � 	 � �����

���� � ���� � ����� � ����� � �� � � � 	 � �����

����
���� � �� � �� � ���� � 	� � �����
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on the demand for tradeables is ‘ relativeprices’ . If our goods are relatively expensive, then demand
from foreigners will be reduced and home residents will tend to buy imported goods. In order to
compare prices across countries, we need to convert them to a common currency, i.e. we want a
measureof ‘pricecompetitiveness’ :

� �
priceof foreign goodsexpressed in homecurrency

priceof homegoods

�
� � � �

�
� (pricecompetitiveness, real exchange rate)

where � � is the foreign price level, � is the home price level and � is the nominal exchange rate
measured as thenumber of homecurrency unitsper unit of foreign currency:

� �
no. units of homecurrency
oneunit of foreign currency

 (nominal exchange rate)

Another name for � is the real exchange rate because it measures the rate at which domestic and
foreign goods exchange for each other. Consider a mars bar, which costs �� pence in the UK and
assume that the UK’s exchange rate is �	 (��

�
). If the price of a Mars bar is

�
�
� in Germany,

then thereal exchange rate isequal to one (since� � �������
���

� �). If thepriceof amarsbar goesup
to

�
�

 in Germany but isstill �� pence in theUK (and there isno change in thenominal exchange

rate), then the real exchange rate isnow 1.1: thepriceof aMarsbar in theUK is low relative to that
in Germany. On observing a shift in the UK’s real exchange rate from 1 to 1.1, we would say that
pricecompetitiveness in theUK had risen and that theUK’s real exchange ratehad depreciated.

Defining the nominal exchange rate of the home country as the units of home currency per unit
of foreign currency is only a convention. The opposite convention is used as well. The choice of
convention differs by country and even across different economics books and articles. If the home
country is a euro-zone country (say, Italy) and the foreign country is the US, then according to the
above definition, Italy’s nominal exchange rate is � � �

�
or euros per dollar and an increase in �

means that one dollar purchases more euros, which implies that the dollar has become relatively
more valuable and the euro less valuable. It is said that the euro has depreciated against the dollar.
Similarly, adecrease in � isan appreciation of theeuro.

By now, it should be clear that discussion of “a rise in the exchange rate” or the exchange
rate being “high” or “ low” only makes sense when it is clear which convention is being used. In
order to minimize confusion, it is safest to avoid using the terms ‘rise’ or ‘ fall’ or ‘high’ or ‘ low’
in relation to the exchange rate. It is better to stick to the terms ‘appreciation’ or ‘depreciation’ or
if discrete changes in the exchange rate are referred to, then the terms ‘devaluation’ or ‘ revaluation’
areappropriate.

Home curr. For. cur r. Home’s nom. exch. rate Depreciation / Appreciation /
Devaluation Revaluation�

� � � �
�

� � i.e. �
�

�
�

�
� � i.e. �

�
�
�

�

1.4. Pr ice-setting in the open economy. The definition of the real exchange rate raises the
issue of how prices are set in the open economy. Bearing in mind that companies normally operate
under conditions of imperfect competition and thus face a downward sloping demand curve, they
have to set aprice. Weassumethat firmsset their prices for goods to besold at homeon thebasisof
homecosts but let us examine two alternative pricing rules for goodssold abroad (i.e. exports):

: thefirst — home-cost based pricing — is that firms set export prices in thesameway as for
goods sold at home, i.e. based on domestic costs�

: the second — world pricing — is that firms set export prices based on the prices of similar
products produced abroad.
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Imagine that there is an increase in costs in the home country but not abroad (and assume that
thenominal exchange rate remainsunchanged).

Under thefirst pricing hypothesis, theprices of home’sexports would go up relative to theprice
of theoutput of firmsabroad. Thiswould reducehomecountry competitivenessand represent a real
appreciation for thehomecountry.

Under the second pricing hypothesis, home producers would not change their export prices be-
cause prices charged by firms abroad have not changed. In this case, there is no change in the price
competitiveness of exports. Nevertheless relative costs have changed and we would indeed expect
this to have an impact on the ability of firms to compete internationally. If the costs of home firms
rise relative to their competitors but prices are unchanged, then the profit margins of home firms
are squeezed. This means that home firms will be at a relative disadvantage in their access to in-
ternal finance to fund future investment, marketing, research and development or after-salesservice.
Although price-competitiveness is maintained, ‘non-price competitiveness’ will be reduced. This
implies that if the second pricing hypothesis is adopted, a definition of competitiveness and the real
exchange ratebased on relativecosts rather than relativeprices is appropriate.

One commonly used definition is called relative unit labour costs or ���� and is defined as
follows:

���� �
homeunit labour costs

foreign unit labour costsexpressed in homecurrency

�
���

���� � �
 (cost competitiveness� real exchange rate)

Since a rise in ���� indicates a decline in home’s competitiveness, it is an inverse measure of
competitiveness. A rise in���� is a real appreciation and a fall in���� isa real depreciation.

Pricing hypothesis Real exch. rate Measureof real exch. rate Real deprec. Real apprec.
Home-cost based Rel. priceOR � �  ���


� �

Rel. cost ���� � ���
������

� �

World pricebased Rel. cost ���� � ���
������

� �

1.5. Evidence on international integration of goods markets. How do the two pricing rules
discussed here relate to the so-called Law of One Price (LOP) and to the hypothesis of purchasing
power parity? According to the Law of One Price, the common currency price of a traded good is
identical in different countries. For any good, �, that is traded,

�� � � �� � (Law of One Price)

The logic of the LOP is straightforward: international trade should have the effect of equalizing
pricesfor thesamegood in different countriessinceprofitscan bemadeby transporting agood from
alocation wherethepriceis low and selling it wheretheprice ishigh. If theLOPholds for all goods
and thesamebasket of goods isconsumed in different countries, then thisbasket of goodswill have
thesame common currency priceanywhere in the world. This is referred to as Absolute Purchasing
Power Parity: if for all goods � in abasket of goods that is common to consumers in both countries,

�� � � �� � for all goods �

� � � ��

�� � � �

(Absolutepurchasing power parity)

The hypothesis of Absolute Purchasing Power Parity implies that the real exchange rate is equal to
one always. If we add the assumption of perfect competition, then since under perfect competition,
price is equal to marginal cost, marginal costs will beequalized in all countries and therewill be no
supernormal profits. Hence, unlike the world pricing hypothesis discussed above, where costs can
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differ across countries and profit margins can expand and contract, in a world of absolute PPP and
perfect competition, neither pricenor cost competitiveness can vary.

There is a great deal of empirical evidence that neither the LOP nor absolute PPP are true.
Transport costs and barriers to international trade will interfere with the LOP and the presence of
non-traded goods and services in the consumption bundle and differences in consumer tastes across
countries will prevent the absolute purchasing power parity hypothesis from holding. However,
transport costs and trade barriers are not big enough to the explain the deviations from LOP. Nor is
theroleof non-traded goodsable to account for thefailureof absolutePPPto hold. In evaluating the
accumulated evidence, Obstfeld argues that “ [a]pparently consumer markets for tradables are just
about assegmented internationally as consumer markets for nontradables” .4

A central part of the explanation rests on the pervasiveness of imperfect competition in interna-
tional markets. Only a small proportion of traded goods fits the LOP assumption. Most tradeables
— both goods and services — are differentiated products and producers pursue pricing strategies to
maximizetheir long-run profits. Thisentails, for example, taking account of theimpact on customers
of frequent changes in price (e.g. in response to changes in the nominal exchange rate) and setting
different prices in different markets to take advantage of differences in the elasticity of demand.
An extensive survey of pricing strategies is provided in Goldberg and Knetter (1997)5. They report
evidence of the widespread use of so-called pricing to market and of the incomplete pass-through
of exchange rate changes into prices: what we have called ‘world pricing’ incorporates both these
effects.

In reality, it seems that firms pursue pricing strategies that lie between the two alternatives of
home-cost basedandworldpricingpresented above. Fortunately themain resultsof themacro model
do not depend on which of thesesimplepricing hypotheses is used. Theway that shocksand policy
responsesaretransmitted (e.g. viapriceor cost competitiveness) variesbut thequalitativeresultsare
similar. Resultsareonly very different if amodel of highly integrated perfectly competitivemarkets
without nominal rigiditiesor inertia isadopted (LOPplusperfect competition as themicroeconomic
hypothesis� purchasing power parity as themacro hypothesis).

Perhaps the simplest way to see the difference in macro implications between the ‘segmented’
and ‘ integrated’ views of international goods markets is to consider the implications of a change
in the nominal exchange rate under the different pricing rules. Suppose there is a depreciation of
home’s nominal exchange rate.

Under home-cost based pricing, the domestic currency price of exports is unchanged� the price
in foreign currency falls. There is a rise in home’s competitiveness and the real exchange rate
depreciates in linewith the nominal exchange rate.

Under world pricing, the price in foreign currency terms is kept constant (i.e. in line with the
price prevailing in the export market). Hence there is no change in relative prices and price com-
petitivenessremainsunchanged. However, becauseof thenominal depreciation, thepriceof exports
in terms of home currency has risen. This raises the profit margins of home firms relative to their
competitorsand home’s cost competitivenesshas improved.

Under the LOP and absolute PPP, the integrated goods market means that the depreciation will
be immediately offset by a rise in the price of home’s goods so as to bring common currency prices
back into equality. Thenominal exchange ratechanges, but thereal exchange ratequickly reverts to
unity through arbitrage (buying cheap, selling dear) in thegoods market.6

4M. Obstfeld (2001) “ International macroeconomics: beyond the Mundell-Fleming model” , IMF Staff Papers, 47,
Special Issue, pp. 1-39.

5P. Goldberg and M. Knetter (1997). ‘Goods prices and exchange rates: what have we learned?’ Journal of Eco-
nomic Literature, 35, pp. 1243-1272.

6There is a weaker form of purchasing parity that requires the ratio of the common currency prices of home and
foreign goods to remain constant. This isso-called relativepurchasing power parity and requires:

� �
� �

�
� � � �
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Yet one of the big facts that has emerged since the era of �oating exchange rates began in 1973
is that the �uctuations in nominal exchange rates have been accompanied by �uctuations in real
exchange rates. To quote Obstfeld’s evaluation of the evidence: “Real exchange rate variability
tends to be almost a perfect re�ection of nominal rate variability, with changes in the two rates
highly correlated and independent movements in price levels playing a minor, if any, role.” (2001,
p.12). It therefore seems sensible to work with a model that can accommodate this fact. Either
the home or world pricing rule would do but we shall stick to a home-cost based pricing rule. The
home-cost based rule is very convenient because it allows us to use the real exchange rate defined
in terms of pricecompetitiveness. Theassumption that prices areset by home costs implies that the
price level of home-produced goodssold at homeand in theexport market are thesameand that the
price in home currency of imports is set by the price in the rest of the world (i.e. by costs in those
economies).7 Hencewe have:

�� � � �
�

�� �
� unit cost (export price)

�� � � ��� (import price)

where� is themark-up.

1.6. Exports and impor ts: volume and pr ice effects. In the home market, home goods with
price� compete with imports (in home currency terms) with price� ��. The relative price is there-
fore our measure of competitiveness, � � ��


. In export markets, home-produced goods (exports)

with price � compete with world goods priced (in home currency terms) at � ��. Once again, the
relative price is our measure of competitiveness, �. We can now pin down export and import func-
tions to re�ect the role of competitiveness. For exports, our share of world output will depend on ��
for imports, themarginal propensity to import 
� will depend on �. A rise in � will raisethevolume
of goods exported and depress thevolumeof goods imported at any level of home income.

To derive the export and import functions, we begin in nominal terms. The value of exports in
home currency terms, �, is equal to the price index of exports times the volume. The volume of
exports can be expressed as a share of world output, where the share function � (sigma) depends
positively on competitivenessand �� is world output:

� � �� � 	volume (exports in nominal terms)

� �� � �

�
� ��

�

�

� �� �
home’sshare

� ������
world output

To get theexport function in real terms, wedivideeach sideby thedomestic price level, � :

	 � �

�
� ��

�

�
� ��

� ���� � �� (export function)

The valueof imports� in home currency terms is the price index, �� � � �� times the volume
of imports,
volume. In turn, thevolumedependson themarginal propensity to import, which will be
anegative function of competitiveness, and on the level of domestic output.

� � �� �
volume (imports in nominal terms)

� �� � 
� ���� �� �
marginal propensity to import

� �����
homeoutput

where � is a constant. In this case too, a change in  requires a change in � so as to keep the ratio of home to foreign
prices (in thehomecurrency) constant.

7After summarizing the evidence, Obstfeld states: “These relationships are consistent with a model in which do-
mestic marginal cost (consisting mainly of wages) is sticky in domestic-currency terms, and export prices are set as a
(perhapssomewhat variable) markup over marginal cost.” Obstfeld 2001 p.22.
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To derive the import function in real terms, wedivideeach sideby � .


 �
��
�
�
���� � �

�
� ��

�
�
���� � �

� � �
���� � � (import function)

This means that thebalanceof trade is:

�� � ���� � �� � � �
���� � � (balanceof trade)

� 	��� ���� � �
��� ��

Wecan now return to oneof thequestions set out at thebeginning of the chapter:

� What determines the tradebalance?

How is the balance of trade affected by changes in the real exchange rate, �? First, we want to
know how a change in � affects the trade balance, holding the level of output constant.8 We hold
the level of output constant because we do not want to include the consequential effects on output
and hence on imports of a change in the real exchange rate. We discuss the full consequences of a
change in � on the tradebalance in thenext sub-section.

It is not obvious simply from looking at the expression for the balance of trade, what the effect
of a change in the real exchange rate on the tradebalance is. The reason for the apparent ambiguity
is that there are two effects of a change in the real exchange rate on the trade balance (holding the
level of output unchanged) — one is the volume effect and the second is the relative price or terms
of trade effect. The volume effect is the effect on the volume of exports and of imports due to a
change in �. The volume effect is unambiguous: a rise in � — i.e. a real depreciation of the home
exchange rate (which means a rise in home’s price competitiveness) boosts the volume of exports
(���� rises as home takes a larger share of world output) and reduces the volume of imports (
����
falls as home’smarginal propensity to import falls). But a rise in � will raise the real cost of agiven
volumeof imports: this isshown by thepresenceof �, which ismultiplied by 
���� �� in the import
function. The intuition is that since � measures the relative price of foreign to home goods, any rise
in it pushes up thecost to the homeeconomy of agiven volumeof imported goods.

Another way of expressing the ‘ relativepriceeffect’ of achange in � is to use theconcept of the
termsof trade. The termsof trade is defined as thepriceof exports divided by theprice of imports:

��
��

�
�

� ��
�
�

�
(termsof trade)

wherean increasein �
�

isan improvement in thetermsof tradebecauseagreater volumeof imports
can be bought for a given volume of exports. A deterioration in the terms of trade is when �

�
falls.

An increase in � means a rise in the price of imports relative to exports: it is a deterioration in the
termsof trade.9 For agiven volumeof imports, thiswill produceadecline in the tradebalance.

Wesummarizethedifferent waysthat achangein � can beinterpreted, given theway that import
and export prices have been defined. A rise in � (the converse holds for a fall in �) for the home
economy is a

� rise in pricecompetitiveness
� adepreciation of the real exchange rate
� deterioration in the termsof trade
� rise in the real cost of imports.

8Wefocushereon thepartial derivative: ���
�	
�

9Obstfeld and Rogoff report strong evidencethat anominal depreciation isassociated with adeterioration of home’s
terms of trade. M. Obstfeld and K. Rogoff (2000) “New directions for stochastic open economy models” Journal of
International Economics50, 117-153.
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The outcome of a change in the real exchange rate for the trade balance is thereforeambiguous.
As long as the volume effects are sufficiently strong so as to outweigh the countervailing terms of
trade effect, then a real depreciation (a rise in �) — i.e. an improvement in home’s price competi-
tiveness — will lead to an improvement in the tradebalance.

A famous demonstration of this result is called the Marshall–Lerner condition. It states that
as long as the sum of the price elasticity of demand for exports and the price elasticity of demand
for imports exceeds one, a depreciation will improve the balance of trade. The simplicity of the
Marshall-Lerner condition depends on theassumption that goodsare in perfectly elastic supply (i.e.
thepricedoesnot changeasoutput increases)10 and that webegin in tradebalance. Nevertheless the
insight that what is crucial is a comparison of the volume and the terms of trade effects is a general
one.

A numerical example illustrates how the Marshall-Lerner condition works. It says that as long
as the volume effects are large enough, they will outweigh the terms-of-trade effect. By ‘ large
enough’ , the Marshall–Lerner condition states that the sum of the elasticities of demand for exports
and importsmust exceed one. For example, supposethehomeeconomy beginsin tradebalancewith
exports equal to imports, which are equal to 100. The elasticity of demand for exports is 0.75 and
for imports is 0.50. Consider the implications of a 1% rise in competitiveness arising for example
from ariseof 1% in foreign relative to domestic prices:

� export volumerisesby 0.75 to 100.75�
� import volume falls by 0.50 to 99.50�
� the real price of imports rises by 1%, pushing the import bill up to ����
 (since ��� 	

 � ����
).

� In this case, the balanceof trade improvesbecause�� � ����
� ����
 � ��

.

If, on theother hand, export demand elasticity wasconsiderably lower at just 0.25, export volume
would only rise by 0.25 to 100.25. Everything else stays the same so the balance of trade actually
deteriorates (�� � ����
� ����
 � ����
�

The elasticities used in the example are more ‘pessimistic’ than the consensus estimates from
empirical studies. Dornbusch (1996) reports estimates for the absolute value of the price elasticity
of demand for exports of 1.06 in Germany, 1.31 in the US and 1.68 in Japan and for imports of
0.50 in Germany, 0.97 in Japan and 1.35 in the US11. The requirement that the sum of the price
elasticities of demand is greater than one is easily met for each of these countries. More generally,
Dornbusch concludesthat “ [a]fter 50 yearsof research on this topic, thefinding issturdily in support
of the effectiveness of the price mechanism.” From now on, we shall assume that there is a positive
relationship between the real exchange rate, �� and the trade balance, given the level of output. This
implies that if theprice level at homeand abroad isconstant, then this implies that there isapositive
relationship between the nominal exchange rate, �� and the trade balance. A depreciation of home’s
currency isceteris paribus associated with an improvement in the tradebalance.

But it is often noted that empirically the trade balance actually deteriorates following a depreci-
ation, only to improvesomemonths later. Thisempirical pattern iscalled theJ-curvesince the trade
balance traces out (the bottom half of) a J over time in the aftermath of a depreciation. The trade
balancecan worsen in theshort run, for two reasons.

(1) The short-run price elasticity of demand for exports and imports is much lower (approxi-
mately one-half of) its long-run value. This means that the volume response to the devalu-
ation is initially weak.

10It should be noted that the pricing assumptions that have been made imply that neither export nor import prices
areaffected by changes in thevolumesold (within therangeof variation considered). This is the traditional assumption
made in theproof of thesimpleMarshall–Lerner condition that supply elasticities are infinite. (Therearemany ways to
prove theMarshall–Lerner condition - one isshown in theappendix to thischapter.)

11R. Dornbusch “The Effectiveness of Exchange Rate Changes” Oxford Review of Economic Policy, Vol 12, No.
3, pp. 26-38, 1996
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(2) To the extent that exports are invoiced in domestic currency, the dollar value of exports
falls immediately, while imports invoiced in foreign currency remain unchanged in dollar
terms. In home currency terms, export receipts are unchanged while the import bill rises
immediately. Hence the trade balanceworsens.

1.7. Output and trade balance in the short run. We can now begin to assemble a macroeco-
nomic model of theopen economy. Thecondition for goodsmarket equilibrium in theopeneconomy
can beenriched by thenew import and export functions in which importsand exportsdepend on the
real exchange rate.

� � ��

where
�� � ���� � ���� � �� �� �

���

� 	��� ���� � �
��� ��� �� �
��

In summary, aggregatedemand for domestic output is:

�� � ���� �� �� ���

where
� themarginal propensity to spend on domestic output liesbetween zero and one. Hence, we

have: � � ���

��
� ��

� investment is negatively related to the real interest rate. Hence, ���

��
� ��

� a rise in � i.e. a depreciation of the real exchange rate or a rise in world output, ��, boosts
the tradebalance. Hence, ���

��
� � and ���

���
� �.

Theroleof government spending and taxation arebasically unchanged from theclosed economy
and are not shown explicitly above. The only extra point to remember is that government spending
on imports does not add to the aggregatedemand for domestic output.

We can now define the open economy version of the � curve: the � �� is the goods market
equilibrium condition and represents the combinations of the interest rate and output at which do-
mestic output isequal to theplanned expenditureon domestically produced goodsand services. The
equation for the � �� curve is:

� �
�

�� ����� ��� � �
����
��� � ���� � � � ���� � ���  (open economy ISXM)

Thedifferencebetween theclosed economy � curveand theopen economy � �� curve ishigh-
lighted by answers to the following questions.

(1) Why isthe� �� steeper than the� curve? Thereason isthat thesizeof themultiplier is
reduced in the open economy because the marginal propensity to import is positive. There
is an additional source of leakageof demand away from home-produced goods: as income
rises, not only do taxation and savings rise, but so does the level of imports.

(2) How does the � �� curve shift with a change in the real exchange rate? A rise in �
is a real depreciation of the home exchange rate (i.e. an improvement in home’s price
competitiveness). Since we assume that the Marshall–Lerner condition holds, this boosts
the trade balance and aggregate demand. For any interest rate, goods market equilibrium
will therefore occur at a higher level of output. A rise in � shifts the � �� to the right
and a fall in � shifts it to the left.

(3) How doesthe� �� curveshift with achange in world output, ��? A rise in world output
raisesthedemand for exports from thehomecountry. Therefore for any interest rate, goods
market equilibrium will occur at a higher level of output: a rise in �� shifts the � �� to
the right and a fall in �� shifts it to the left.

As we have already argued, it is important to know how a change in economic conditions in
the rest of the world (e.g. a change in the world interest rate or a change in world demand) or in
domestic policy (such as a change in the home interest rate) affects both the level of output and the
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trade balance. It is therefore useful to show the balanced trade equilibrium on the � �� diagram.
The tradebalance is:

�� � 	�
 (tradebalance)

� ���� � �� � � �
���� � �

and wecan thereforewrite the level of output at which trade isbalanced, ��� as:

��� � ���� ��� (��� -line)

To the right of ��� there is a trade deficit and to the left there is a trade surplus. A rise in price
competitiveness increases the level of output at which trade is balanced and a higher level of world
demand has thesameeffect: in each case the��� -line shifts to the right in the � �� diagram.

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

����

�
��� -line����

��
A

B

��� -line����

��������

��������

�� �� �

FIGURE 3. Real depreciation (� �): impact on output and the tradebalance

Earlier (in Fig. 4.2) we looked at the consequences for the level of output and for the trade
balanceof achange in exogenousexports. Wecan now look at what happensto output and thetrade
balance when there is an exchange rate change or a change in world output. Let us run through the
case of an exchange rate depreciation. The economy begins in goods market equilibrium and with
balanced trade at � in Fig. 4.3. With fixed prices, the depreciation improves price competitiveness
and on theusual assumption that theMarshall–Lerner condition holds, will raisenet exports. This is
the ‘partial’ effect of a change in � on net exports discussed earlier. Since net exports increase, the
analysis exactly parallels that done in Fig. 4.2 for an exogenous rise in exports. The result will be
thesame: output will riseby less than thenew balanced trade level of output with consequence that
therewill bea tradesurplus at thenew goods market equilibrium.

This is shown in Fig. 4.3. The � �� curve shifts to the right and so does the ��� -line. We
assume that the interest rate remains unchanged. The rise in net exports due to the rise in � raises
aggregate demand (��), which pushes up output and income until a new goods market equilibrium
is established. The new goods market equilibrium is established when the higher savings, taxation
and imports induced by the rise in net exports isequal to thenet injection of demand (� �� shifts
to � ������ and output rises from �� to �� in Fig. 4.3). The level of income at which trade is
balanced will beat the level at which the increased importsgenerated by thehigher incomes isequal
to thechangein net exports. Tradebalancewould thereforeoccur at ahigher level of output than the
new goodsmarket equilibrium (the ��� -lineshifts to ���� �. Output is to the left of thenew ��� -line
and there is thereforea tradesurplus at �.

2. Opening financial markets

By the late 1980s volumes traded in international markets for financial assets far exceeded the
volumeof international trade in goodsand services. It is trade in international financial markets that
dominates the foreign exchange market. To understand the aspects of how international financial
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markets work that are essential for macroeconomics, it is useful to make some simplifying assump-
tions.

: F1. There is perfect international capital mobility. This means that, for example, home
residents can buy or sell foreign bonds with the fixed nominal world interest rate, !�, in
unlimited quantitiesat low transactions cost.

: F2. The home country is assumed to be small in the sense that its behaviour cannot affect
theworld interest rate.

: F3. Just asin thesimple� ��� model, weassumetherearejust two assets that households
can hold — bonds and money. But now they can hold foreign or home bonds. We assume
that they hold only homemoney.

: F4. There is perfect substitutability between foreign and home bonds. This assumption
means that that there is no risk premium on bonds. If the riskiness of foreign and home
bonds is identical, then the only relevant difference between home and foreign bonds is
the expected return on them. Two issues lie behind this assumption. The first is whether
governments differ in their default risk — i.e. in the likelihood that bonds will not be hon-
oured. The second is whether investors care about the composition of their asset portfolio.
By assuming perfect substitutability, weareruling out differences in the riskinessof bonds
and assuming that investorsdo not careabout thebalancebetween homeand foreign bonds
in their portfolio.

Oncewehaveaworking model based on theseassumptions, wereturn to discuss their empirical
plausibility and what happens in themodel when they are relaxed. This isdone in section 6.

2.1. Uncovered interest par ity condition. Now that home residents have the opportunity to
hold foreign bonds in their portfolio, we need to see what will in�uence their choice. We note first
that in awell-functioning capital market it is impossible for thereto beadifferent expected return on
assets with the same risk. Assuming that there is no difference in risk between the bonds issued by
the two governments, two factors will affect the expected return on home as compared with foreign
bonds:

� any difference in interest rates and
� aview about the likely development of theexchange rate.

Let us explore the implications of the existence of foreign bonds in a well-functioning capital
market. Wetakean exampleusing government one-year bonds. Assumethat government authorities
(i.e. the government or the central bank) can set the interest rate and that the interest rate in the UK
is 6.5% and in the US is 4%. This means that by holding UK rather than US bonds, the investor
gets an additional interest return of 2.5%. In the context of highly integrated international capital
markets, such asituation offersan opportunity for investors to makeprofitsby switching from USto
UK bonds. In order to buy UK bonds, pounds are required and therewill thereforebea surge in the
demand for pounds. This will lead to an immediateappreciation of thepound.

Evidence on how fast new information is incorporated in the market comes from a survey of
foreign exchangedealers in theUK. They wereasked: “How fast do you think themarket can assim-
ilate the new information when the following economic announcements from the major developed
economies differ from their market expectations?”12 For an unexpected interest rate announcement,
morethan two-thirdsof the traderssaid “ less than 10 seconds” with most of therest saying less than
oneminute. According to thissurvey, speedy reaction is most common for newsabout interest rates
and traders say that news about interest rates has a bigger impact on foreign exchange markets than
announcements about in�ation, unemployment, the tradedeficit, themoney supply or GNP.

Now let us take a different starting point and ask what expectations about a change in the ex-
change rate investors would have to have to not want to switch between dollars and pounds despite
the interest rate difference of 2.5%. The answer is simple: investors would need to believe that the

12Yin-Wong Cheung, M. Chinn and I. Marsh (2000), ‘How Do UK Foreign ExchangeDealers Think Their Market
Operates’ NBER Working Paper 7524 p.30.
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pound would depreciate by 2.5% over the period for which the interest differential is expected to
persist. Then the 2.5% gain in terms of higher interest on pound (sterling) bonds would be wiped
out by the expected loss from the depreciation of the pound. For the expected return on pound and
dollar bonds to be equalized as they must in a well-functioning capital market, the expected capital
loss from holding the pound bonds for one year because of a depreciation of the pound exchange
ratehas to beequal to the interest rate gain. This is theuncovered interest parity condition (UIP).

The condition that the interest rate differential in favour of bonds denominated in currency A
must be equal to the expected exchange rate depreciation of currency A over the period for which
theinterest differential isexpected to persist iscalled theuncovered interest parity condition and can
bestated as follows:

!� !�� �� �
interest gain (loss)

�
����� � ��

��� �� �
expected depreciation (appreciation)

 (Uncovered Interest Parity)

where ! is the home and !� the foreign interest rate, � is the nominal exchange rate of the home
country and �� is theexpected exchange rate.13

It is useful to take the example a step further. Assume that initially interest rates are 4% in both
theUSand theUK and investorsexpect nochangein theexchangerate. Thuswestart in equilibrium:
the UIP condition holds because there is no difference in interest return and no expected change in
theexchange rateso the exchange rate adjusted return isequal for dollar and pound bonds. The UK
government then raisestheinterest rateto 6.5%. Now supposeinvestorshaveafairly clear ideaabout
two things. First, that theinterest differential will last for oneyear and second, that whatever happens
to the exchange rate in the short run — and they know it must change since the current situation is
unsustainable — it will eventually come back to the current level. In other words investors think
the exchange rate is at its “correct” long-run level. What will happen is that investors bid up the
value of the pound as a consequence of their attempts to buy pounds in order to buy the attractive
high interest pound bonds. The pound will appreciate instantaneously by 2.5%. Why? Because an
appreciation of 2.5% isexactly what isrequired to establish equilibrium. Thepound isnow expected
to depreciate by 2.5% (back to its unchanged long run expected value) over the course of the year
during which the interest advantage of UK pounds is2.5%.

To summarize, wecan work out theamount by which theexchangeratewill appreciate immedi-
ately becauseweknow that trading in thefinancial market will ensure that all opportunities to make
a profit are exhausted. This means that the interest rate gain from holding UK bonds must be offset
by theexpected loss from thedepreciation of thepound exchange rateover theperiod for which the
interest difference prevails. What happens is that when any interest rate differential is opened up,
there is a jump in the exchange rate just sufficient to eliminate the interest rate gains. Then over
the period for which the interest differential on the bonds is expected to remain, the exchange rate
appreciation gradually unwinds and the exchange rate returns to its expected or “correct” long run

13To derive the UIP condition, we begin with the arbitrage equation below. If you begin with $100, then the left
hand side says: this is the return after one period from converting the $100 to £ at the start of the period and buying
bonds. The right hand side says: this is the return after one period from using the $100 to buy $ bonds, which are
converted at theend of theperiod to pounds. Arbitragewill ensure that the left and right hand sidesareequal.


�� � �� � �� � �
��
���

To turn this into the UIP condition, we note that the exchange rate at time � � � is not known — we therefore replace

�� by �
��. In addition, weusetheapproximation that ���

����

 � � �� �� and simplify as follows:

� � �� �� � � �
�
�� � 





�� �� �
�
�� � 




�
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value. An important distinguishing characteristic of financial markets (as compared with goods and
labour markets) is that jumps in pricesarecommonly observed.

Working through anumerical examplehelpsto clarify this important relationship. Consider one-
year government bonds. Initially, interest rates in the two countries are identical and the nominal
exchange rate is 0.650 pounds per dollar. Then suppose that the interest rate in the UK is raised to
6.5% and isexpected to stay above theUSinterest rate for oneyear. Thismeansthat there isa2.5%
�	
�� � �
�� gain fromholding pound rather than dollar bonds. Asstated above, for theexpected
return on pound and dollar bonds to be equalized, it must be the case that the expected capital loss
from holding the pound bonds for one year because of a depreciation of the pound exchange rate is
equal to the interest rate gain. Thus to work out the exchange rate, ��, that will deliver an expected
exchange rate loss of 2.5%, we need to have a view about the exchange rate that will prevail in
one year’s time. On our assumption that the exchange rate was originally at and will return to its
“correct” long run value, this issimply theexchangerateat time �� when interest rateswereequal at
4%. Then the expected depreciation of the exchange rate between time 1 and time 2 must equal the
interest rate differential:

��� � ��
��

�
�	
�� ��

��
� �
�

Therefore�� 
 �	�


This means that on the announcement of the rise in the UK interest rate, the pound exchange rate
immediately appreciates from a rate of 0.650 to 0.635. Over the course of the year from �� to �� the
pound depreciatesback to theoriginal level of 0.650. Thebox below showsthedatafor each period.

time=t� time=t� time=t�
!�� 4 6,5 4
!�� 4 4 4
� 0.650 0.635 0.650

Thepaths of thenominal exchange rateand the interest rateareshown in Fig. 4.4.

2.2. Using the ��� condition. The ��� condition is a very useful tool in open economy
macroeconomicsbecause it providesadirect link from achange in monetary policy (which changes
the nominal interest rate) to a change in the exchange rate. We can show the ��� condition in a
diagram with the interest rate on the vertical axis and the nominal exchange rate on the horizontal
axis.

In equilibrium, theexpected and theactual exchangeratemust beequal — i.e. expectationsmust
befulfilled. Hence thehomeand world interest ratesareequal. Thisallowsusto define thefinancial
integration lineor ! � !�-line, which isshown in Fig. 4.5. Webegin from an initial equilibrium with
thehomeinterest rateequal to theworld interest rate(! � !�� and exchangerateexpectationsfulfilled
(�� � ��� ). This is point � on the diagram. This is the first point on the��� curve defined for the
world interest rate !� and the expected exchange rateof ��� . To fix another point on this��� curve,
consider a rise in the home interest rate to !� that is expected to prevail for one year. Assuming
that the expected exchange rate remains fixed at ��� , then since the interest rate is now above the
world interest rate, there must be a change in the exchange rate. According to the��� condition,
theexchangeratewill appreciate immediately (jump) to �� so that itsexpected depreciation over the
year is equal to the interest rate differential. This requirement fixes point � and defines the ���
curve (seeFig. 4.5)14

Thekey features of the��� diagram are

14Note that if you draw theUIPcurveaccurately, it will besteeper than shown in Fig. 4.5. Wemagnify thescaleon
thehorizontal axis to allow for easier viewing of exchange ratechanges.
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FIGURE 4. Paths of UK interest rateand UK-pound exchange rate: the interest
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FIGURE 5. Theuncovered interest par ity condition

� each��� curvemust go through the point ���� !��
� for a given world interest rate, any change in the expected exchange rate shifts the ���
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� for a given expected exchange rate, any change in the world interest rate shifts the ���

curve.
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To illustrate how the��� curve works, suppose there is a fall in world interest rates. What is
the implication for the home country’s exchange rate assuming that there is no change in the home
interest rate? To answer this question, we must make an assumption about what we expect the
exchange rate to be in the long run. We assume no change in the expected exchange rate. The shift
in the��� curve from���� to���� due to the fall in theworld interest rate is shown in Fig. 4.6.

The economy is initially at point � on ����. With the expected exchange rate equal to ���
and with the home interest rate now above the world interest rate of !��, arbitrage in the financial
market will lead to an immediateappreciation of theexchange rateas shown by point � on thenew
��� curve, ����. We can conclude that a fall in the world interest rate will lead to an immediate
appreciation of thehomecurrency. Thediagram also helpsto illustratethat therewill beno exchange
rate change if the central bank in the home country shifts the interest rate down so that it is equal to
thenew lower world interest rate: the economy then shifts from� to� in Fig. 4.6.

A final exercise is to consider the implications of a change in sentiment in the foreign exchange
market asto theexpected exchangeratein thefuture. If traderssuddenly changetheir view about the
likely exchange rate in a year’s time, then the��� curve will shift. In the casewhereadepreciated
exchange rate is expected, then the ��� curve will shift to the right. With the home and world
interest rates equal, such a change in sentiment will have the effect of leading to an immediate
depreciation so that theexchange rate isat itsnew expected value. This illustrateshow expectations
about future developments are incorporated into today’s exchange rate. If the government is to
prevent an immediatedepreciation, it must raisetheinterest rateasshown by thenew��� condition
to compensate holders of home bonds for the expected depreciation. The sooner traders expect an
exchange rate change to occur, the higher will the home interest rate have to go to keep the current
exchange rate unchanged. This is especially relevant in the case in which a country has a fixed
exchange rateand wheredoubts emergeabout the ‘credibility’ of theexchange ratepeg. .

3. Fixed and �exibleexchange rate regimes

In an open economy, it isuseful to think about two polar exchange rate regimes. At oneextreme
is thecaseof a freely �oating, fully �exibleexchange ratewhereneither thegovernment nor central
bank intervenes in the foreign exchange market to in�uence the price at which one currency trades
with another. The exchange rate is then determined by supply and demand for the currency relative
to other currencies.
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At the other extreme is the case of fixed exchange rates where the government sets a rate (a so-
calledpeg) at which it will buy or sell foreignexchangeasnecessary inorder tokeep the‘price’ fixed.
Thesesalesor purchasesof foreign exchangeby thecentral bank arecalled official intervention and
we denote them by ��. The purchase by the home central bank of foreign exchange is�� � �
and the sale of foreign exchange is�� � �. In a�exible exchange rate regime, there is no official
intervention and hence�� � �.

Fig. 4.7 shows the foreign exchange market: the home exchange rate is on the vertical axis and
thequantity of foreign exchangeison thehorizontal axis. Thesupply and demand curvesfor foreign
exchange are shown. As � depreciates (� �), the foreign currency becomes more valuable and the
supply of foreign exchange rises. Similarly, the demand for foreign exchange is downward sloping.
Initially the market is in equilibrium with an exchange rate of ��. Suppose there is a rightward shift
in thesupply of foreign exchange(e.g. asaconsequenceof arisein thedomestic interest raterelative
to theworld interest rate). Since home bonds are now more attractive than foreign ones at the given
exchangerate, there isan excesssupply of foreign exchange. Under a�exibleexchangerateregime,
the exchange rate would appreciate to �� and there would be no official intervention, i.e. �� � �.
Under afixed exchangeratewith apeg set at ��, thecentral bank will haveto intervenein themarket
to absorb the excess supply of foreign exchange in order to keep the exchange rate fixed. Hence
home’s official foreign exchange reserveswill riseby �� (seeFig. 4.7).

Of course, even in the case of fixed exchange rates, the exchange rate peg can be changed. We
shall examine the use of a change in the peg as a policy instrument later in the chapter. It is only
in the case in which two (or more) countries form a currency union that the exchange rate between
them is irrevocably fixed.

Under �exibleexchangerates, theuncovered interest parity condition showshow arbitragein the
international financial market will lead to changes in theexchange rate in response
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� to a change in home’s interest rate assuming that exchange rate expectations and theworld
interest rate remain unchanged,

� to achangein theworld interest rateassuming that exchangerateexpectationsand thehome
interest rate remain unchanged and

� to a change in exchange rate expectations if interest rates at home and abroad remain un-
changed.

In afixed exchangerateregime, thegovernment requiresthat thecentral bank actively intervenes
in the foreign exchange market in order to keep the exchange rate constant. As the interest parity
condition makesclear if theexpected depreciation or appreciation of theexchangerate iszero (as in
afixed exchangerate regime), then thehomeinterest ratemust alwaysbeequal to theworld interest
rate. With thehomeinterest rateset equal to !�, and given thehomedemand for money function, the
central bank must adjust the money supply to ensure money market equilibrium at ! � !�. We shall
see that the intervention in the foreign exchange market to buy and sell foreign assets in exchange
for home currency at the fixed exchange rate is another way of describing how the central bank has
to change themoney supply in order to keep the interest rateunchanged.

Suppose there is a fall in thedemand for money in thehome country due to an innovation in the
bankingsector, for example. Thehomeinterest ratefalls. If theUK isthehomecountry, poundbonds
arenow abad deal. Demand for foreign exchangeby holdersof poundsrisesin theforeign exchange
market: thereisexcessdemand for foreign exchange. In order to keep up thedemand for poundsand
hence prevent the exchange rate from depreciating, the central bank intervenes immediately to buy
pounds. To do so, it must sell some of its foreign exchange reserves. As a consequence the home
money supply falls in line with the fall in the home demand for money, which keeps the interest
rate unchanged. The intervention by thecentral bank through buying and selling foreign reserves in
exchange for pounds is what keeps the exchange rate unchanged at its expected value (the so-called
peg) and the interest rateequal to theworld interest rate. As theeconomy is affected by domestic or
foreign shocks, the domestic money supply moves around in order to keep � � �� � exchange rate
peg and ! � !�.

Fig. 4.8 showsthecomparison between the�exibleexchangerateregimeand thefixed exchange
rate regime when there is an exogenous fall in the demand for money. In the upper panel (�exible
exchange rates), the fall in thedemand for money lowers the home interest rate (� to�). The���
condition in the left hand panel shows that this leads to an immediate depreciation of the home
exchange rate (�� to��). By contrast in the fixed exchange rate case (lower panel), by contrast, the
fall in the demand for money puts downward pressure on the interest rate and the incipient collapse
in the demand for pounds requires the central bank to intervene in the foreign exchange market to
buy pounds. It uses foreign exchange reserves to do this (�� � �) and the result is a decline in
the money supply to match the new lower demand for money (from � to �). The interest rate and
exchange rate remain unchanged (at ��).

It is important to remember that the home money demand function is the same as in the closed
economy. The difference that opening the economy makes is that it creates a connection between
the home interest rate, the world interest rate (and hence money demand and supply in the rest of
theworld) and theexchangerate. Themoney supply isunder thecontrol of thedomestic authorities
in the �exible exchange rate economy but not in the fixed exchange rate economy because official
intervention to stabilize theexchange rate (��) automatically affects themoney supply.

It isuseful to reinforce the link between thechange in official reservesand themoney supply by
summarizing the ways in which the money supply can increase. We introduced the simplest case in
theclosed economy (Chapter 2). This iswherethecentral bank engagesin an open market operation
in which it uses newly printed money to purchase bonds from the public. This has the effect of
increasing the stock of high-powered money and reducing the stock of bonds in the hands of the
public. The central bank’s assets rise by the increase in bonds and its liabilities rise exactly in line
by the increase in high-powered money (�� shift only).
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FIGURE 8. Fall in thedemand for money: consequencesunder �exibleand fixed
exchange rates.
Top panel: Flexibleexchange rates
Bottom panel: Fixed exchange rates

The second case is where the government has a budget deficit that it has to finance. It could sell
more bonds to the public to finance its deficit (� shift only) with no implications for the money
supply but it could also choose to sell the bonds to the central bank in exchange for newly printed
money (� and �� shift). The central bank ends up with more bonds (assets) and a matching rise
in liabilities.

The third way in which themoney supply can rise is if thecentral bank intervenes in the foreign
exchange market and buys foreign exchange with newly printed money. The central bank’s assets
rise (by the increase in foreign exchange reserves) as do its liabilities (�� shift only).

This highlights the fact that any change in the central bank’s assets (its holdings of bonds or of
foreign exchangereserves) will haveacounterpart in achangein its liabilities, i.e. themoney supply
in thehandsof thepublic.

Balancesheet of theCentral Bank in open economy
Assets Liabilities

government bonds+ foreign exchangereserves high-powered money in handsof public
� �� "
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4. Tradebalanceand balanceof payments

This chapter is building up to the stage where weput together goods and financial market open-
nessunder fixed and�exibleexchangerateregimesand build amodel of how output and thebalance
of tradearedetermined in theshort run. Beforedoing that it isnecessary to clarify theopen economy
accounting concepts.

The transactionsbetween thehomecountry and therest of theworld are recorded in thebalance
of payments. The balance of payments account is divided into the current account and the capital
account.15

Thecurrent account

� consists of the trade balance plus net interest and profit receipts. Net interest and profit
receiptsarisefrom earningsfrom foreign assets(e.g. bonds, equities) owned by residentsof
thehomecountry less paymentsof interest and profit to foreignerswho own homecountry
assets.

Thecapital account

� records changes in the stock of various types of foreign assets owned by home residents
and home assets owned by overseas residents. It also records changes in official foreign
exchange reservesof thecentral bank.

To understand the balance of payments accounts, it is useful to separate the private and official
parts of thecapital account.

�� �

	


�� ���� �� �
tradebalance

� net interest receipts

�

�

� �� �
current account

� �capital in�ows-capital out�ows�� �� �
capital account

� ��� � �#� � � �$ ���� � ��

where�� is the balance of trade and �#� is net receipts of factor income from abroad. $ records
net privatecapital in�ows and��� records thenet decline in official foreign exchange reserves.

If werearrange thebalanceof paymentsequilibrium by putting the increase in foreign exchange
reserves on the left hand side, wehave:

�� � ��� � �#� � � $

If there is a current account surplus, there will be no change in official reserves if the net private
capital out�ow is equal to the current account surplus. The net capital out�ow (i.e. $ � �) re�ects
the acquisition by the home country of foreign assets. In the opposite situation of a current account
deficit (i.e. a situation in which domestic savings is less than domestic investment) for there to be
no change in official reserves, there must be a net capital in�ow (i.e. $ � �). Home is borrowing
from abroad and thereby acquiring a foreign liability. At first sight it may seem paradoxical that a
negative$ in the balance of payments represent the acquisition by home of foreign assets. But as
wehaveseen, this isexplained by the fact that thebalanceof payments records thesourcesand uses
of foreign exchange: the purchase of foreign assets is a use of foreign exchange and therefore has a
negative value in thebalanceof payments accounts.

15With the publication of the IMF’s Balance of Payments Manual Fifth Edition in 1993, official the terminology
has changed. The main change was to reclassify part of the current account and call it the capital account, which then
became part of the new ‘capital and financial’ account. The traditional conceptual distinction between the current and
capital account is replaced in the new terminology by that between the current and ‘capital and financial’ account. The
rationale for the change is to bring reporting closer to the underlying economic concepts. We shall continue to use the
more familiar standard terminology since we are only concerned with the most basic decomposition of the balance of
paymentsaccount. The IMF’sBalanceof PaymentsManual Fifth Edition (1993) isavailable from

http://www.imf.org/external/np/sta/bop/BOPman.pdf.
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It should now beclear that official foreign exchange reserveswill rise (�� � �) when acurrent
account surplus exceeds the net private capital out�ow. Similarly, official reserves will fall when
a current account deficit is not fully financed by a private capital in�ow. Under �exible exchange
rates, it isassumed that thenominal exchangeratemovesto securebalanceof paymentsequilibrium
so that there isno official intervention.

Thereare two questions about thebalanceof payments that weneed to answer:

(1) Why is thebalanceof payments equal to zero?
(2) Does it matter if thecurrent account or tradebalance is in surplusor deficit? This raises the

related question — if the balance of payments is always zero, how can there be a balance
of payments crisis?

4.1. Why is the balance of payments equal to zero? We begin by considering the export of
mobile phones from Sweden to New Zealand and ask how this transaction will show up in the
Swedish balance of payments statistics. Sweden is the home country in this example. The balance
of payments identity requires that

�� � ��� � �#� � � �$ ���� � �

The export of mobile phones will be registered as a positive item in the current account (i.e. �� �
�). For the identity to hold and assuming for simplicity that net interest paymentsarezero, thereare
threedifferent ways in which the Swedish balanceof payments could record this transaction:

: (i) an exactly equal valueof imports from New Zealand to Sweden takesplace. In thiscase,
the current account balancesand thecapital account (privateand official) is zero.

: (ii) an exactly equal capital out�ow from Sweden to New Zealand takes place. The Krona
areused to purchaseNew Zealand assets. In thiscase, thecurrent account is in surplus, the
private capital account is in deficit and there is no change in official reserves.

: (iii) an official intervention in theforeignexchangemarket — e.g. theSwedish Central Bank
sells Krona and buys New Zealand dollars. In this case, there is a current account surplus
and acapital account deficit that takes the form of a rise in foreign exchange reserves.

One of these threealternatives (or somesuitable mixture) must takeplace. Why? Theanswer is
that the Swedish exports have to be paid for in Krona so through some means or other, the Krona
have to be found. After all, theworld is aclosed system. Thebalance of payments is themethod by
which recordsof international transactionsarekept. In practice, therecordsare incomplete, with the
result that an entry for errors and omissions has to be added to make the balance of payments sum
to zero.

To tie up the loose ends, let us take one further example. What happens if the current account
is in balance, there is no official intervention and there is a private capital out�ow from Sweden.
For example, suppose aSwedish firm is setting up a mobile phone subsidiary in New Zealand. This
is a long-term �ow of capital from Sweden to New Zealand as the Swedes buy assets (e.g. land
and a factory) (i.e. $ � �). In order to buy the New Zealand assets, the Swedish firm needs NZ
dollars. Sincethecurrent account is in balanceand there isno official intervention, theSwedish firm
would have to borrow New Zealand dollars in order to engage in the investment in New Zealand.
Borrowing NZ dollarsmeansthat thereiscapital in�ow onSweden’scapital account (theNZ dollars)
(i.e. $ � �). This matches the capital out�ow and thebalanceof payments is equal to zero.

4.2. Do current account imbalances matter? Turning to the second question, does it matter
from an economic perspectiveif there isacurrent account or tradedeficit or surplusin theeconomy?
To answer this question, it is necessary to understand that any non-zero current account re�ects a
change in the country’s wealth. If the home country has a current account surplus then this means
that it is lending abroad — if it hasacurrent account deficit, then it isborrowing from abroad. Recall
that the trade balance re�ects any difference between domestic savings and investment (refer back
to Section 4.1). If there is a trade deficit, then the domestic private and public sector savings are
inadequate to financeprivateand government investment. Thehomecountry must thereforeborrow
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from abroad. Sincethisborrowing will haveto berepaid (with interest) in thefuture, thetradedeficit
representsadecline in thehomecountry’swealth. A tradedeficit will imply acurrent account deficit
unless the home country receives asufficient net in�ow of interest and profit receipts on the foreign
assets that it owns.

A decline in wealth sounds like a bad thing — but this is not always the case. When a student
goes into debt to finance their university studies, their financial wealth falls. The wisdom of this
move depends on the extent to which the university education increases thestudent’s human capital
and improves their earning capacity. Similarly, if the home country’s trade deficit re�ects a high
level of investment in profitable projects in the home economy, then the possibility of borrowing
from abroad is a method of increasing the wealth of the home country in the future. Provided the
investments in the home economy bear fruit, its exports rise and it is able to repay its international
debts. A good example of this is the Norwegian economy in the 1970s: it had persistent current
account deficits as it borrowed abroad to develop its oil reserves.

Equally, for a country that does not have very profitable investment opportunities at home, it
makes sense that domestic savings are used for net investment abroad. The purchase of foreign
assets that the current account surplus represents may provide a higher return than would higher
investment at home. High saving economies in Asiasuch asSingaporeprovideexampleshere.

If all economic agents act rationally weighing up the relative returns from different investment
opportunities, then a current account imbalance simply re�ects the differences in preferences and
in investment opportunities across countries. However, a persistent current account deficit is not
necessarily benign. A current account deficit may not re�ect higher investment at home in response
to especially attractive investment opportunities— rather, it may re�ect low savingsbecauseof high
private or government consumption or it may re�ect investment in wasteful projects. High current
consumption or wasteful investment offers no prospect of a new stream of returns in the future.
It may not be clear how the foreign debt that is accumulating each year during which there is a
current account deficit will bepaid off. A persistent or excessivecurrent account deficit may become
increasingly difficult to finance. In practice thismeans that under �exibleexchange rates, theremay
be a depreciation of the exchange rate. Under fixed exchange rates, if private counterparties cannot
be found to finance the deficit, the central bank will be obliged to sell foreign exchange reserves in
order to maintain the exchange rate. It may clamp down on the access of home residents to foreign
exchange, thereby keeping them from engaging in thepurchaseof foreign bonds. If so, theassumed
perfect international capital mobility breaks down — i.e. it becomes impossible for home residents
to borrow at theworld interest rate. In circumstancessuch asthese, thegovernment and central bank
will beobliged to changedomestic policy so as to reduce thecurrent account deficit.

Sinceacurrent account deficit impliesarunning down of thehomecountry’swealth (an increase
in its foreign liabilities) whereasasurplusrepresentsan accumulation of wealth, thereisan essential
asymmetry between the two. Foreigners may stop lending to the home economy: they cannot stop
the home economy from lending abroad. In the following chapters, the consequences for domestic
policy makersof current account imbalances are investigated in moredepth.

4.3. What isa balanceof paymentscr isis? If thebalanceof paymentsmust sum to zero, what
is a balance of payments crisis? Similarly, why is there reference to a balance of payments ‘deficit’
or ‘surplus’ if thebalanceof paymentsisalwaysin balance? Theexplanation liesin an unfortunately
sloppy use of terms. Balance of payments surplus, deficit or crisis refer to the state of the current
account plus the capital account excluding official intervention — i.e. to ��� � �#� � � $ in
our terminology. Thus a balance of payments surplus arises when the sum of the current account
and net capital in�ows is positive. This means that official reserves are rising: since�� � � and
�����#� ���$ � � �� thisimpliesthat�� � �. Conversely adeficit meansthat theprivatecapital
in�ows are inadequate to finance the current account deficit with the result that official reserves are
falling. The possibility of a crisis should now be clear. If a balance of payments deficit persists, the
central bank may eventually run out of reserves. A potential crisis of this kind will lead to achange
in government policy (e.g. the introduction of contractionary policies to stem imports� adevaluation
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of the exchange rate to boost net exports) and possibly ultimately to intervention by the IMF. This
issue is taken further in Chapter (Crises).

5. Mundell–Fleming model for theshort run

The elements are now ready to be combined to provide a model for use in macro analysis. In
setting up the Mundell–Fleming model, the aim is to show the impact of policy and of domestic
and foreign shocks on output and the balance of trade in the short run. We make the following
assumptions:

: MF1. Prices and wages arefixed.
: MF2. The home economy is small. This means the home economy cannot affect the world

interest rateor world output.
: MF3. Perfect capital mobility and perfect asset substitutability. Residents of the home

economy canbuy andsell bondsof theforeigncountry (with theinterest rate!�) inunlimited
amounts at low transactions costs. There is no difference in risk between the bonds. This
implies that uncovered interest parity holds.

TheMundell–Fleming model consistsof four elements:
(1) theopen economy version of thegoodsmarket equilibriumcondition for thehomeeconomy

summarized in the � �� curve
(2) the money market equilibrium condition for the home economy summarized in the ��

curve
(3) thefinancial market arbitrageor uncovered interest parity conditionsummarized in the���

curve and
(4) the condition for financial integration when expectations are fulfilled in the foreign ex-

changemarket, summarized in ! � !�-line.

The first task is to set out how the model works. We begin by asking how to find the new
short-run equilibrium following a change in fiscal or monetary policy. But how is the short-run
equilibrium defined? The short-run equilibrium is where the goods market is in equilibrium and
where theexchangerate isnot expected to change. Thismeans that in theshort-run equilibrium, the
economy must lieon the ! � !�-linewhere thehomeand world interest rates areequal. As the���
condition makes clear, only when home and world interest rates are equal is the expected exchange
rate equal to the actual exchange rate. When discussing monetary policy, we show the equivalent
policy instrument to the use of monetary policy in a fixed exchange rate regime: a discrete change
in theexchange ratepeg.

Oncetheoperation of themodel isclear, it can beapplied not only to policy choicesby thehome
government but also to examine the implications of a change in economic conditions emanating
from the rest of the world — e.g. a change in the world interest rate or a change in world aggregate
demand — or fromthedomestic economy — e.g. aconsumption boom or aslump in investment. We
draw together the results for different disturbances under different exchange rate regimes, leaving
the task of working through thedetailsof each caseas an exercise for the reader.

5.1. TheMundell–Fleming model and monetary policy.
5.1.1. Fixed exchange rates. As we have seen above, when the exchange rate peg has to be

maintained, the home economy loses control of its money supply. This means that any attempt by
the home economy to use monetary policy is bound to be ineffective. Let us take the example of an
expansionary monetary policy. Thecentral bank engagesin an open market operation that consistsof
thepurchaseof homebonds in exchangefor newly printed money. The�� curveshifts to theright
(Fig. 4.9). Note that in the Mundell–Fleming model, prices and wages are fixed. Hence in�ation
and expected in�ation are zero and the real and nominal interest rates are equal. We therefore work
with an IS/LM diagram with thenominal interest rate on thevertical axis.

What is the new short-run equilibrium? Since the exchange rate is fixed, equilibrium in the
international financial market summarized in the��� condition dictates that the interest rate must
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FIGURE 9. Expansionary monetary policy: fixed exchange rates

beequal to theworld interest rate. Hence thenew equilibrium must beat �: monetary policy hasno
effect.

How does this result comeabout? Thepurchaseof homebondsby thecentral bank bidsup their
priceand pushestheinterest ratedownwards, making pound bondsunattractive. But thecentral bank
is committed to maintaining the exchange rate so it must use foreign exchange reserves to purchase
pounds and prevent the exchange rate from depreciating. This decline in the monetary base exactly
offsets the initial injection of new high-powered money. The�� curve shifts left again back to its
initial position.

5.1.2. Flexible exchange rates. With �exible exchange rates, the exchange rate can adjust to
any discrepancy between the domestic and the world interest rate generated by a change in home
monetary policy. An expansionary monetary policy will push down thehomeinterest rate. Thiswill
make pound bonds unattractive and lead to a depreciation of the exchange rate. The depreciation
will boost net exports of the home economy and push up the level of output. As output rises the
demand for money will rise and the home interest rate will return to the world level. Monetary
policy can thereforeaffect output and thetradebalance. To fill in thedetails, we look first at thenew
equilibrium and then at theadjustment path.

What isthenew short-run equilibrium? It must lieon the ! � !�-linewith theexchangerateequal
to the expected exchange rate and the interest rate equal to the world interest rate. Given the new
�� curve, this means that the new equilibrium will be at point % in Fig. 4.10. Hence the � ��
curve must shift to the right and intersect both the�� � and ! � !�-line at %. The rightward shift
in the � �� curve will be brought about by the depreciation of the exchange rate. We also know
that the exchange rate depreciation shifts the ��� -line to the right. There will be a trade surplus at
thenew short-run equilibrium because the depreciation will have increased output by more than the
increase in domestic absorption (refer back to Section 4.1 above).

But how does the economy adjust from the initial equilibrium of � to the new equilibrium of %
and what role is played by the��� -condition? By using both diagrams together, as in Fig. 4.11,
we can see what is going on. We draw the initial ��� -condition in the left panel. Remember that
this is drawn for a given expected exchange rate, �� and shows what will happen to the nominal
exchange rate if the interest ratedeviates from the world rate. Theprocess of adjustment to thenew
equilibrium depends on how exchange rate expectations are formed. In the step-by-step description
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FIGURE 11. Expansionary monetary policy: adjustment under �exible ex-
change rates

below, weshall assumethat agentsupdate their exchange rateexpectationsusing a form of adaptive
expectations. If the exchange rate appreciates from �� to ��, then we shall assume that the new
expected exchange rate is equal to to ��. After looking at the adjustment process, we shall return
to consider how satisfactory backward looking exchange rate expectations is as an assumption and
compare it to rational expectations.
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: Step 1. The rightward shift of the�� curve leads to a fall in the domestic interest rate and
output rises ��� �� in the � ����� diagram.

: Step 2. The fall in the interest rate impliesvia the��� condition that there isan immediate
depreciation of the exchange rate to �� in order that the expected appreciation back to ��

would offset the expected interest loss from holding pound rather than dollar bonds. The
depreciation occurs because home residents sell pounds so as to buy dollars with which to
purchase thehigher interest dollar bonds.

: Step 3. Thedepreciation of theexchangerate leads to arightward shift of the� �� curve
to � ������ which raises output further (� � �� in the � �� diagram. This leaves
thehome interest ratebelow theworld interest rate.

: Step 4. Becauseof thedepreciationof theexchangerate, theexpectedexchangeratechanges
according to the adaptive expectations rule. The new ��� curve crosses the ! � !�-line
where the expected exchange rate equals ��(see Fig. 4.11). Given that the expected ex-
changerateisnow �� theactual exchangeratewill depreciatefurther to �� and theeconomy
will move to� � in the��� diagram.

: Step 5. This issimply a repetition of step 3: thedepreciation to �� shifts the � �� further
to the right.

Once the home interest rate is equal to the world interest rate again, there will be no further
adjustment: the economy is at the new short-run equilibrium at %.

But let us return to the question of exchange rate expectations. Since we know that the new
short-run equilibrium isat point % with anominal exchange rateof ��, why do theeconomic agents
maintain the belief during the adjustment process that the exchange rate is expected to remain at its
valuein therecent past? Wecould takearadically different assumption about expectations. Suppose
that all agentsunderstand themodel of theeconomy and can figureout theexchangerate that iscon-
sistent with the new short-run equilibrium at % This means that they expect the nominal exchange
ratetobe�� � �� assoonasthenew monetary policy isannounced. Thisimpliesthat the��� -curve
jumpsfrom���� to���� immediately (seeFig. 4.11). If thegoodsmarket adjustsequally rapidly,
then the � �� curve also jumps immediately to � ������ and the economy moves straight to
the new short-run equilibrium at % With so-called rational exchange rate expectations and rapid
adjustment in the goods market, we observe the shift from� to %. With adaptive expectations and
slow adjustment in thegoods market, weobserve thehome interest rate falling below theworld rate
and output adjusting slowly to thenew equilibrium.

5.1.3. Introduction to exchange rate overshooting. In the analysis of how the economy adjusts
to a change in monetary policy under �exible exchange rates, we have considered two different
waysin which expectationsabout theexchangerateareformed. Welooked at adaptiveexpectations,
wherepeople’sview about theexchangerateisdetermined by thevalueof theexchangeratethat they
have observed in the recent past. The alternative model was the rational expectations assumption,
wherepeopleexpect theexchangerate to beat thenew short-run equilibrium level. Wehavealready
pointed out the obvious problem with the adaptive view — people are constantly making a mistake
about what they expect to happen to the exchange rate but they continue to use the same old rule to
form their expectations.16

There is adifferent problem with the rational expectations hypothesis. As we have seen, at least
conceptually it is straightforward to calculate the new short-run equilibrium exchange rate. But for
it to berational for agents to adjust their expectations immediately to thisnew exchangerate, it must
also be the case that the goods market adjusts swiftly to the new short-run equilibrium output level.
Theaim of this sub-section is to point out what can happen if this is not thecase.

16Whilst this appears to be a powerful reason for avoiding the use of a backward-looking rule, it is less clear that
foreign exchange dealers use rational expectations in forming their expectations about the exchange rate. Evidence
suggests that thebest guessas to what theexchangeratewill benext period may indeed bewhat it was last period. This
is called random walk behaviour. For a recent study, see Yin-Wong Cheung, MenzieD. Chinn, Antonio GarciaPascual
(2002) ‘Empirical ExchangeRateModelsof theNineties: AreAny Fit to Survive?’NBER Working Paper 9393.
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FIGURE 12. An example of exchange rate overshooting: unanticipated mone-
tary contraction

Tohighlight thepossibleconsequenceswhenexchangerateexpectationsareformed inaforward-
looking way, let us assume there is an unanticipated monetary contraction. In the top panel of Fig.
4.12, we can see the leftward shift of the�� curve and the new short-run equilibrium at point %,
with anew nominal exchange rateof ��. If peopleknow that theeconomy will react immediately to
themonetary contraction, then they will rationally expect that theexchange rate will jump to �� and
that output will jump to ��. Theeconomy jumps from point � to point %.

But what happens if output in the economy adjusts only sluggishly? There isplenty of evidence
that changes in the real exchange rate take a long time to feed through17: the � �� curve will
therefore shift only slowly to the right in response to the real depreciation. Let us suppose that

17For example, Carlin, Glyn and Van Reenen (2001) report that the full effect on export market share of a change
in the real exchange rate (measured by cost competitiveness) takes five to six years to feed through. ‘Export market
performanceof OECD countries: an empirical examination of the roleof cost competitiveness’ W. Carlin, A.Glyn & J.
Van Reenen (2001) Economic Journal. Vol. 111, No. 468, 128-162.
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expectations in the foreign exchange market react in a forward-looking way to the monetary con-
traction and that the expected exchange rate therefore jumps to the new equilibrium rate, ��. The
new ��� curve is ���� in the lower panel of Fig. 4.12. If output only adjusts sluggishly to the
monetary contraction, then the economy moves up the � ������ to point �. Now we need to
consider the implications for theexchangerate. Since theexpected exchangeratehasappreciated to
��, the relevant ��� curve is����. With the home interest rate above the world interest rate, the
nominal exchange rate must appreciate further than ��. As shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4.12,
theexchange rate jumps to ��. Theextraappreciation beyond that associated with thenew short-run
equilibrium is referred to as ‘exchange rate overshooting’ .18 The overshooting of the exchange rate
may complicate theprocessof adjustment to thenew short-run equilibrium since the tradeablessec-
tor is harder hit than is consistent with the new equilibrium at %. Since sluggish adjustment in the
goodsmarket iswell documented, exchangerateovershooting isbelieved to beafactor lying behind
thevolatility of theexchange rate.

5.1.4. Discrete changes in the peg: the fixed exchange rate equivalent of monetary policy. The
use of monetary policy — either by changing the money supply or by directly changing the interest
rate — cannot affect the level of output in the fixed exchange rate economy. However, the govern-
ment or central bank has the option of making a discrete change in the exchange rate peg. With a
contractionary monetary policy under �exible exchange rates, output shrinks because of the appre-
ciation of the exchange rate induced by the higher interest rate. In order to mimic this outcome, the
authorities need to announce a new peg for the exchange rate: they must revalue the exchange rate
and interveneat a lower valueof � � homecurr.

foreign curr.. With arevaluation of theexchange rate, the� ��
curveshifts to the left. This in turn pulls the interest ratebelow theworld rateand induces an incip-
ient capital out�ow. To maintain the new peg, the central bank sells foreign exchange (�� � �).
As the monetary base shrinks, the�� curve shifts to the left. The process continues until the new
short-run equilibrium at lower output (with ! � !�) is reached. (Recall that the ineffectiveness of
using acontractionary monetary policy under fixed exchangeratesarisesbecauseatighter monetary
policy raises the interest rateand induces acapital in�ow.)

It is important to note that if a government changes the exchange rate peg repeatedly, this is
likely to give rise to speculation about futuremoves, with theconsequence that thegovernment will
have to change the interest rate in order to hold the announced peg. A fixed exchange rate system
cannot survive with the existing peg intact if an atmosphere of exchange rate speculation develops.
Thus there are limits to the extent to which changes in the exchange rate can be made and a fixed
ratesystem maintained.

5.2. TheMundell–Fleming model and fiscal policy.
5.2.1. Fixed exchangerates. Theimpact of an expansionary fiscal policy is to push up domestic

interest ratesastheextraspending raisesthedemand for money. Whereastheexpansionary monetary
policy wascompletely ineffectiveunder fixed exchangerates, afiscal expansion in an open economy
with fixed exchange rates, is very effective in raising output. The reason is that the increase in the
demand for money that follows from the fiscal expansion leads to an increase in the money supply
in order to keep the interest rateequal to theworld interest rate.

To make the working of the model clear, we again look first at the new equilibrium and then
at the adjustment path. The initial policy change is shown in Fig. 4.13 by the rightward shift of
the � �� from � ������ to � ������. Since the new short-run equilibrium must lie on the
! � !�-line, it must be at the higher output level of �. This means that the �� curve must shift
from �� to �� � as a consequence of the increase in the domestic money supply induced by the
incipient risein theinterest rate. The��� -linedoesnot movebecausethereal exchangerateremains
unchanged — so at thenew short-run equilibrium there is a tradedeficit (imports have increased).

18You may havenoticed that the term forward-looking rather than rational expectations is used here. The reason is
that if expectations are formed fully rationally, then the actual and theexpected exchange rate will coincide. As wecan
see in the lower panel of Fig. 4.12, theactual exchange rateappreciates further than expected in thefirst period.
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FIGURE 13. Expansionary fiscal policy: fixed exchange rate

The adjustment process centres on the impact of the upward pressure on the home interest rate
due to the fiscal expansion. This upward pressure on the interest rate creates excess demand for
poundsin theforeign exchangemarket. Inorder to keep theexchangeratefixed, thecentral bank will
have to use newly printed money to purchase foreign currency. The foreign exchange reserves rise
(�� � �) with theresult that thedomestic money supply expands. Thisshiftsthe�� curveto�� �.
The intervention by thecentral bank reequilibrates theforeign exchangemarket. Simultaneously the
rise in money supply in thehomeeconomy (via the increase in themonetary baseas reserves rise in
linewith the increase in demand), maintains the interest rate at theworld rate.

5.2.2. Flexible exchange rates. The intuition here is that under �exible exchange rates an ex-
pansionary fiscal policy will lead to a counteracting depressive effect because the increase in the
domestic interest rate will lead to an appreciation of the home currency, which will weaken net
exports.

To find the new short-run equilibrium, we know that the � �� shifts initially to the right to
� ��������� and that in thenew equilibrium theeconomy must beon the ! � !�-line. It is therefore
clear that the appreciation of the exchange rate must be sufficient to shift the � �� to the left to
� ���������� which intersects the ! � !�-line at � (see Fig. 4.14). The level of output at the new
short-run equilibrium (%� is exactly the same as it was originally. But its composition has changed:
there is a higher level of government expenditure and a lower level of net exports: the increased
government spending has ‘crowded out’ some net exports. This is confirmed by the fact that the
��� -line shifts to the left to a new equilibrium: a less competitive exchange rate implies that trade
balance will occur at a lower output level. There is therefore a trade deficit at the new short-run
equilibrium.

The process of adjustment to the new equilibrium can be analyzed using the same steps as were
introduced in the analysis of the expansionary monetary policy and is left as an exercise for the
reader. Adjustment will look somewhat different in each of the expectations scenarios: backward
looking, rational with rapid adjustment of output, and forward looking with slow adjustment of
output (i.e. overshooting).
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6. Extensions (optional)

In the model of the small open economy we have set out in this chapter, the focus has been on
providing clarity in theanalysisby using bench-mark cases. Specifically wehavedeveloped amodel
of

� asmall open economy
� in a world of perfect capital markets and
� perfect asset substitutability.

The assumptions about financial integration (perfect capital mobility and perfect asset substi-
tutability) establish hard corners on theso-called inconsistency triangleor open economy trilemma.
Only two of the following threecan bemaintained simultaneously:

(1) open capital market
(2) fixed exchange rate
(3) monetary policy oriented to domestic goals.

With perfect international capital mobility, either (a) exchange rates have to befixed — with the
implication that monetary policy cannot pursue domestic objectives or (b) monetary policy is used
to pursue domestic objectives — with the implication that the exchange rate as a target has to be
given up. Because the extent of internationalization of capital markets has been increasing in recent
decades, it hasbeen suggested that countriesareincreasingly forced into thetwo corners— either by
adopting ahard exchangeratepeg or by adopting a free�oat. This is theso-called “bipolar” view of
exchangerateregimes.19 Thisdebate is taken up in Chapter (Crises). In thissection weshall explain
the additional ingredients that are needed for an understanding of the interaction between capital
mobility, exchange rate and monetary goals that will allow us to step away from the bench-mark
cases. How might a country with a fixed exchange rate gain some monetary policy autonomy and
how might a country with a �exible exchange rate be able to in�uence the interest rate separately

19For a good introduction, see S. Fischer (2001). ‘Exchange rate regimes: is the bipolar view correct?’ , Journal of
Economic Perspectives15 (Spring 2001), 3–24.
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from the exchange rate? We explore what happens to theshort-run behaviour of the economy when
the three assumptions of perfect capital mobility, smallness and perfect asset substitutability are
relaxed. Webegin by noting theevidence in relation to international financial integration.

6.1. Evidenceon financial integration. Whenperfect international capital mobility isassumed,
changes in the nominal exchange rate are caused by developments affecting the capital account. In
principle, any current account imbalance can be financed through the capital account at the world
interest rate. This is summarized in the UIP condition. This feature of the small open economy
model raises two questions: what do current account imbalances look like and how good is the UIP
condition in practice in accounting for exchange rate changes? The answers to both questions sug-
gest that theassumptionsmade to date in thischapter areopen to challenge. Research in thisfield is
in an intense phaseand new findingsare likely to emerge over thecoming years.

A feature that continues to distinguish countries from regions is that the current account imbal-
ances that are observed for countries are much smaller than they are for regions within countries.
In other words, there is a tight connection between domestic savings and investment at the national
level but very littleconnection when we look at thesub-national level. Limited spatial correlation is
exactly what would be expected if the capital market was doing its job of allocating savings to the
most productive investment projects — irrespectiveof where thesavings weregenerated.

Thehigh correlation between national savingsand investment rateswasfirst documented in 1980
by Feldstein and Horioka20. Feldstein and Horioka (1980) found a correlation between the share of
investment in GDPto savings in GDPof 0.89 for theperiod 1960-74� amorerecent study has found
a correlation of 0.6 for OECD countries between 1990-97 (which rises to 0.76 if Korea is included)
(Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000)).21 Thuseven in the1990s, national bordersappear to matter for access
to capital.

The UIP condition predicts that if the home interest rate is above the world interest rate, the
exchange rate is expected to depreciate. However, a large number of empirical studies have shown
that the interest rate differential between two currencies is not a good predictor of changes in the
exchange rate. For periodsof up to oneyear, thepredicted change in theexchangerateoften has the
wrong sign. Studiesusing longer periods, havefound resultsmorein linewith thepredictionsof UIP
but interest differentials arestill ableonly to predict asmall proportion of exchange ratevariation.22

6.2. Imperfect capital mobility. Wehavedeveloped amodel of thesmall open economy under
the assumption that capital mobility is perfect. We shall now explain why capital mobility may be
imperfect and suggest how thiscan alter thepredictionsof themodel. If thereisperfect international
capital mobility then residents of country A can buy or sell bonds denominated in the currency of
country B with the international interest rate !�with low transactions costs and in unlimited quani-
tities. There are two main reasons why this assumption may be unwarranted. First, a country may
implement a policy that aims to limit capital mobility. Such a policy is referred to as one of capital
controls. Second, information problemsand thedevelopment of financial institutionsin theeconomy
may prevent domestic residents from having freeaccess to international capital markets.

Capital controls have been used by countries both to restrict in�ows of foreign capital and to
restrict out�ows. Asweshall see in Chapter (Crises), large�owsof foreign exchangeare implicated
in currency crises. A country may seek to reduce its vulnerability to a future currency crisis by re-
stricting capital in�ows: theforeign exchangecan then not suddenly bewithdrawn and so precipitate
a crisis. A policy of preventing capital out�ows is frequently a futile attempt to contain a currency
crisis that is already in motion.

20M. Feldstein & Horioka, C., (1980). ’Domestic saving and international capital �ows.’ Economic Journal 90,
314-329.

21M. Obstfeld and K. Rogoff (2000) Global Economic Integration Opportunities and Challenges Federal Reserve
Bank of KansasCity Annual Monetary Policy Symposium, p. 175.

22A recent study that includes a survey of previous results is M. Chinn and G. Meredith (2002) ‘Testing uncovered
interest parity at short and long horizons in the post Bretton Woods era’ . University of California Santa Cruz Working
Paper.
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We shall look at two examples of how constraints on capital mobility affect the operation of
macroeconomic policy.

: Example1. Monetary policy under fixed exchange rates.

The attraction of capital controls for a country operating with a fixed exchange rate is that it
means that monetary policy can have an effect on output. As we have seen, under fixed exchange
ratesand perfect capital mobility, an expansionary monetary policy doesnot get off theground. This
isbecausewhen thecentral bank engages in an open market purchaseof bondswith the intention of
increasing thedomestic money supply (of easing monetary conditions through alower interest rate),
the domestic interest rate falls below the world interest rate. This sparks immediate pressure on the
exchange rate as agents try to sell domestic currency. To maintain the parity, the central bank has
to purchase domestic currency with official foreign exchange reserves and its attempt to raise the
domestic money supply is thwarted. Financial integration under perfect capital mobility and fixed
exchange rates requires thehomeand world interest rates to beequal.

If the government is able to control the access of agents holding domestic currency (pounds) to
the foreign exchange market, then the arbitrage mechanism in the UIP condition cannot function
smoothly. To the extent that those holding pounds cannot purchase dollars so as to shift into the
now more attractive dollar bonds, the central bank is able to keep the domestic interest rate below
theworld interest rate. Monetary policy is thereforeeffective in raising output under fixed exchange
rates. Since theprivate incentives for evading thecapital controlsarevery strong, thegovernment is
unlikely to be able to completely prevent a leakage of reserves. This loss of reserves will ultimately
placea limit on theuseof thispolicy.

Note that in the opposite case, where the government uses capital controls in conjunction with
a tightening of monetary policy it is seeking to prevent an in�ow of foreign exchange reserves that
would offset itsobjectiveof raising theinterest rate. Whilst privateincentivesto evadethesecontrols
are the same as in the previous case, the government has more freedom of manouevre because the
accretion of foreign exchange reserves is not as immediately problematic as the running down of
reserves. Wehavenoted this asymmetry earlier.

Indeed if the central bank is able to insulate the economy from the effects of an increase in
foreign exchange reserves, the ability to use monetary policy under fixed exchange rates increases.
In theanalysisso far, wehaveassumed that achangein foreign exchangereserveshasadirect impact
on thedomestic money supply sinceforeign exchangereserves form part of themonetary base. This
direct connection can be broken if ‘sterilization’ is possible. We discuss the meaning of and scope
for sterilization below.

: Example2. Monetary policy under �exible exchange rates.

In our model of thesmall open economy with perfect capital mobility, monetary policy ishighly
effective in changing the level of output. It works entirely through its effect on the exchange rate:
a monetary expansion pushes the interest rate below the world interest rate and via arbitrage in
international capital markets (theUIPcondition) theexchangeratedepreciates. In thenew short-run
equilibrium the interest rate is at the world rate and the higher output is due to the real depreciation
(i.e. the induced shift in the ISXM curve). Since the interest rate is at its original level, interest-
sensitive spending is the same in the new equilibrium as it was originally (refer back to Fig. 4.10).
The full �exibility of the exchange rate has the effect of preventing the government from choosing
the domestic interest rate in the new short run equilibrium: although there is full monetary policy
autonomy its effectson theeconomy areentirely through theexchange ratechannel.

If capital mobility is lessthan perfect then financial integration will not require that theeconomy
be on the ! � !�-line. Being on the ! � !�-line means that a trade deficit or surplus of whatever
size is offset by a capital in�ow or out�ow financed at the constant world interest rate. If capital
mobility is imperfect, then there is no automatic financing of a current account deficit or automatic
lending of acurrent account surplusat theworld interest rate. Instead, thesizeof therequired capital
in�ow or out�ow will affect the interest rate. For example, a larger trade deficit implies not only a
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larger accumulation of debt but also a less favourable rate of interest. We begin with the balance of
payments identity:

�� � ��� � �#� � � �$ ���� � �

We are looking at the �exible exchange rate economy so there is no official intervention and
therefore�� � � and for simplicity, we ignorenet interest receipts (i.e. weassumethat �#� � �).
For balanceof payments equilibrium, werequire:

�� � �� ��� �� � $ �!� � ��

where $ �!� is private net capital in�ow and is a positive function of !. The�� -line replaces the
horizontal ! � !�-line under perfect capital mobility — where there is a perfectly elastic supply of
capital at the world interest rate. We can show the�� line in the interest rate-output diagram (see
Fig. 4.15). The�� line is upward-sloping in the interest rate-output diagram and is drawn for a
given level of the real exchange rate. At a low level of output such as��, �� is high (since imports
are depressed). Thus for balance of payments equilibrium, the net capital in�ow must be low, and
only alow interest ratewill berequired to financeit, hence ! is low (!�). Conversely at ahigh level of
output, aweak tradebalancehas to beoffset with anet capital in�ow, which requires ahigh interest
rate, !� . Note that since we are interested in rather small deviations from perfect capital mobility,
we shall assume that the�� -line is�atter than the�� . How does the�� lineshift with achange
in the real exchange rate? If at ��, the real exchange is �� (i.e. competitiveness is higher) instead of
��, then �� will be higher and balance of payments equilibrium will require a smaller net capital
in�ow and hencea lower interest rate than !�. Hence the�� -line for �� lies below that for ��.

We turn now to examine how an expansionary monetary policy would work under imperfect
capital mobility. With an expansionary monetary policy, the �� moves to �� �. This leads to a
lower interest rate and an expansion of output. The current account deteriorates and the exchange
ratedepreciates.

Under perfect capital mobility, thenew short run equilibrium isat point � with a tradesurplus
(thesurplus is lent at the international interest rate !�).

Under imper fect capital mobility, thetradesurplusentailsacapital account out�ow (net invest-
ment abroad) that will attract a lower interest rate than !�. This is shown by point &.

With perfect capital mobility, the exchange rate changes because of disequilibrium in the asset
(bond) market� under imperfect capital mobility, it is the�ow disequilibrium arising from the trade
imbalance that leads to exchange rate changes.

At point &, since the domestic interest rate is below !�, output is increased above its initial level
(��) through two channels:

: (i) the interest ratechannel, which leads to amovement along the � �� and
: (ii) theexchangeratechannel (due to thedepreciation), which shifts the� �� . Theecon-

omy must be on the�� � curve: hence thenew �� ��� curvewill go through point &.
Wehavetheresult that thenew short run equilibrium will liebetween that of theclosed economy

(�) and thesmall open economy with perfect capital mobility (�).
To summarize, theuseof monetary policy isaffected by thepresenceof capital immobility. Un-

der fixed exchangerates, somerolefor monetary policy in in�uencing thelevel of output in theshort
run is reinstated. Under �exible exchange rates, an additional channel for monetary policy to in�u-
ence the level of output is introduced: instead of having itseffect entirely through theexchangerate,
monetary policy also affects domestic demand directly because the home interest rate can diverge
from theworld interest rate in theshort run equilibrium.

6.3. Thelargeopen economy. All theanalysis in thischapter hasassumed that thehomeecon-
omy is unable to in�uence the world interest rate. Together with the perfect capital mobility and
perfect asset substitutability assumptions, this allowed us to specify the response of the economy to
domestic policy changes and external shocks using the Mundell–Fleming model. The simplest way
of modelling a large open economy is to have a world comprising just two economies. Whenever
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FIGURE 15. Imperfect capital mobility and �exibleexchange rates: amonetary expansion

one of these economies changes fiscal or monetary policy, it will have an effect on the other — and
hence, on outcomes for ‘ the world’ . In Chapter (Interdependent Economies) we develop a simple
two-country extension of the small open economy model. Here we provide an intuitive explanation
of how monetary and fiscal policy affect theoutcomefor a largeopen economy in aworld of perfect
capital mobility.

Asour largecountry, e.g. theeuro-zone, loosensmonetary policy, thiswill lower its interest rate
relative to theother country, say, theUS. Asaconsequenceof perfect capital mobility, theexchange
rate of the euro-zone will depreciate. By virtue of its size, the fall in the euro-zone’s interest rate
will pull down theworld interest rate, !�. Thenew short-run equilibrium for theeuro-zonewill beat
apoint such as& in the left hand panel of Fig. 4.16: on thenew �� � curve, with theworld interest
rateat !�� and with the � �� shifted to � ������ by thedepreciation.

The impact on output of a monetary expansion under �exible exchange rates in a large open
economy differs in two respects from that of the small open economy. First, there are now two
channels through which output is raised: the exchange rate channel and the interest rate channel.
Thesecond differenceisthat therisein output will besomewhat lessthan in thesmall open economy
case. The large open economy ends up at point & between that of the closed economy (�) and the
small open economy (�).

In the small open economy with �exible exchange rates, fiscal policy is completely ineffective
in changing the level of output and employment because the exchange rate moves to completely
offset the impact of fiscal policy on aggregate demand. However, in a large open economy, this
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will not be the case. Instead, the economy will end up on the original �� curve at a point such
as& in the right hand panel of Fig. 4.16: the world interest rate rises and the exchange rate of the
euro-zone appreciates. Both the interest rate and exchange rate channels are working to reduce the
expansionary impact of the higher government spending but their combined effect does not fully
offset theexpansionary impulse.

Just asin thecaseof amonetary expansion, thebehaviour of thelargeopeneconomy liesbetween
that of theclosed economy (�) and of thesmall open economy (�). This is an intuitively appealing
result.

6.4. Perfect asset substitutability and the r isk premium. Another key assumption that we
made about financial openness was that home and foreign bonds were perfect substitutes. This
means that only the expected return on bonds in�uences the choice between them. Another way of
putting this is that if the assets are perfect substitutes, agents are indifferent as to the composition
of their portfolio. Since the expected return is identical on foreign and home bonds and there is
no difference in riskiness, even risk-averse investors are quite happy to put all their eggs in the one
basket. Once thepossibility of different riskiness of the bonds arises, then risk-averse investors will
prefer amorebalanced portfolio. It isnecessary to amend theuncovered interest parity condition so
that it is the ‘ risk-adjusted expected return’ that is equalized through arbitrage:

!� � !�� �
����� � ��

��
� '�� (Risk-adjusted UIPcondition)
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where ' (rho) is the risk premium. Specifically if the home currency is the euro, then the interest
rate on euro bonds will be equal to the interest rate on dollar bonds plus the expected depreciation
of theeuro plus any additional risk premium that is required to compensate the investor in euros.

There are two ways to think about where the risk premium may come from. First, there may be
a difference in the default risk on the two bonds — for example, it is plausible that investors would
require a positive risk premium to hold Russian bonds as compared with euro bonds because of the
greater likelihood that theRussian government would default on itsobligations to honour thebonds.
But even if thedefault risk is thesame, risk premiacan arise. For example if investorsareconcerned
about unexpected �uctuations in theexchange rate, abalanced portfolio would bepreferred.

We look at two examples of why the existence of risk premia can matter for macroeconomic
outcomes:

� an unplanned increase in risk such ascan occur when there is achangeof government and
� theattempt by thecentral bank tousechangesinportfolio composition asatool of monetary

policy.

6.5. Unplanned increase in r isk. If a new government is elected and is considered riskier, in
the sense that it is more likely to default on the government’s debt, then this will raise the risk
premium. In afixed exchangerate regime, if thegovernment is to hold theexchangeratepeg, it will
have to raise the interest rate to ensure that the expected return on home bonds including the risk
premium is equal to the world interest rate. In terms of our earlier diagram, the ��� curve shifts
upwards. Theadjustment mechanism isthat astherisk premium emerges, peoplewill want to switch
out of thehomecurrency. In order to maintain thepeg, thecentral bank must intervene to buy home
currency. This loss of reserves, leads to a leftward shift in the�� and the interest rate rises. The
outcome is thereforea recession for thehomeeconomy.

Under a�exibleexchange rate regime, theexchange ratewill depreciatewhen the risk premium
emerges. Since the new short-run equilibrium requires that the home interest exceed the world
interest rate by the risk premium, the exchange rate will depreciate sufficiently to ensure this (the
� �� shifts to the right as theeconomy moves up the�� ). This produces theperhaps surprising
result that arisein therisk premium boostsoutput in thehomeeconomy. However, thisresult should
betreated with scepticism: growing concern about thecredit-worthinessof thegovernment may lead
to an increase in the demand for money and hence a leftward shift in the�� , which would reverse
the depreciation and induce a recession. Alternatively, speculation may mount about likely future
depreciation of theexchangerate, which could spark acurrency crisis: if theexpected exchangerate
depreciates sharply, the��� curve shifts to the right and the government would have to raise the
interest rate further to prevent theexchange rate from collapsing. Thesepossibilities are taken up in
Chapter (Crises).

6.6. Ster ilized intervention by the central bank. Although there is considerable scepticism
amongst economists as to whether central banks are able to engage successfully in sterilized in-
tervention in the foreign exchange market for any length of time, it is important to understand the
principle. Without using the term, we have only considered ‘non-sterilized’ foreign exchange mar-
ket interventions to this point. To explain what this means, we take the case of a contractionary
monetary policy in a fixed exchange rate regime. In the analysis so far, we have seen that this is
fruitless when capital markets are perfect since the reduction in the monetary base due to the initial
open market sale of bonds is exactly offset by the rise in monetary base due to the rise in official
foreign exchange reserves as the central bank intervenes to hold the exchange rate constant when
investors seek to switch to the home-currency denominated bonds. But now suppose that the in�ow
of foreign exchange isaccompanied by an additional policy moveby thecentral bank. How could it
neutralize the impact of the rise in foreign exchange reserves on the money supply? It must match
its acquisition of foreign assets (� �) with a sale of domestic assets, i.e. by a sale of bonds (� �).
We reproduce the balance sheet of the central bank below. Sterilization means that the rise in � is
offset by a fall in�. Since" doesnot change, there is no change in the money supply.
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Balancesheet of the Central Bank
Assets Liabilities

government bonds+ foreign exchangereserves high-powered money in handsof public
� �� "

The problem with engaging successfully in sterilization is that by selling more bonds, the price
will tend to fall and the interest rate to rise: this is just what the central bank does not want because
it will elicit a further capital in�ow. In theory there is a way around this if the sales of bonds
have a sufficient effect in raising the risk premium and therefore in in�uencing the public’s desired
portfolio. If thecentral bank sellsmorebonds, thepublic has to hold ahigher proportion of the total
stock of bonds outstanding: the central bank will hold fewer and the public will hold more. If the
public care about the composition of their portfolio, then they will require additional compensation
in theform of arisk premium. Hencethecentral bank isable to raisetherisk premium and therefore
hold the exchange rate unchanged. This is consistent with the risk-adjusted UIP condition because
thedomestic interest rate isabove theworld interest rateby exactly theamount of therisk premium.
Hence theexpected depreciation of theexchange rate is zero. Theaim of thesterilization is to drain
liquidity in away that doesnot makehomebondsmoreattractive. Manipulating therisk premium is
in principle a way of doing this. This is a highly stylized description in order to highlight the logic.
To the extent that sterilized intervention of this kind is possible, the central bank is able to use the
interest rateand exchange rateas independent instruments.

Under �exible exchange rates, as we have seen in this chapter, there is no official intervention.
Hence the issue of ‘sterilized intervention’ does not arise. However let us open up the possibility
that the central bank chooses to intervene in the foreign exchange market in an ostensibly �exible
exchange rate regime. There is substantial empirical evidence that central banks in countries that
declarethat they haveafreely �oating exchangerateengagein considerableintervention activities.23

By an ostensibly �exible exchange rate regime we mean that there is no announced exchange rate
target or peg that the government is standing ready to defend (as in the fixed exchange rate case).
We are therefore investigating how the government could try to in�uence the exchange rate through
intervention. Wetakethecasewherethegovernment istrying to dampen activity in theeconomy but
it does not want an appreciation of the exchange rate (as would occur under a�exible rate regime if
monetary policy wastightened). In other words, theaim isto raisethehomeinterest ratebut prevent
an immediate appreciation of the currency (as dictated by UIP). Why might the government want
to do this? One possible explanation is that the government is concerned not only about the level
of output but also about the structure of the economy. It may then seek to dampen interest-sensitive
expenditure rather than to have the fall in output concentrated on net exports.

The central bank would have to intervene in the foreign exchange market in exactly the manner
described for the fixed exchange rate case — selling home bonds to mop up the liquidity from the
excess supply of foreign currency. This will only work if portfolio composition matters to investors
and the risk premium on homebonds rises.

Theseexamples providean illustration of the mechanics of an exchange rate regimesomewhere
between fixed and �exible. If policy can be used to manipulate the risk premium, then the interest
rate can diverge from the world interest rate even when the exchange rate is at its expected value.
Once again, it should be noted that in the case in which the government is seeking to run a looser
monetary policy but prevent a depreciation, the use of the sterilization policy will be limited by
the available foreign exchange reserves. However it is important to emphasize that the kinds of
deviation from the uncovered interest parity condition that are observed empirically can only be
accounted for by risk premia if these vary dramatically over time and in the way that has been
assumed. In particular, attempts to explain such premia empirically via portfolio-balance effects
have been unsuccessful. The notion that sterilization can be used systematically through changing
the risk premia asdescribed in thissection should be treated with scepticism.

23G. Calvo and C. Reinhart (2002) ‘Fear of �oating’ Quarterly Journal of Economics117, 2, pp. 379-408.
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7. Conclusion

In thischapter, many of the tools required for open economy analysis havebeen introduced.
� The concepts of the nominal and real exchange rate and the terms of trade have been ex-

plained.
� The � ��� model has been extended to include exports and imports and international

financial markets.
� The international financial arbitrage condition — uncovered interest parity ���� � — pro-

videsavital link from the interest rate to theexchange rate.
� TheMundell–Fleming model putsthe� ����� model together with the��� condition

to enable us to conduct macro economic analysis of policy changes and changes in private
spending emanating from homeor abroad.

In the short run with prices and wages given, what happens in response to a policy change or a
change in privatespending behaviour dependson

� what happens to thehome interest rate relative to the foreign interest rate.
In turn, the implications of that discrepancy depend on
� theexchange rate regime.

– if exchangeratesarefixed, then thedomestic money supply will automatically change
to offset any excess demand or supply for money�

– if exchange rates are �exible, then the exchange rate will appreciate or depreciate in
response to the interest rate differential and this will affect net exports and aggregate
demand� and on

� how exchange rateexpectationsare formed.
We have set out the implications of relaxing the Mundell-Fleming assumptions of smallness,

perfect capital mobility and perfect asset substitutability.
We are now ready to move on to analyze in�ation and unemployment in the open economy. In

Chapter 5, we complement the Mundell–Fleming model of theshort run with explicit consideration
of what happensin themedium run onceweallow pricesand wagesto respond in thewakeof output
and exchange ratechanges.
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1. Appendix: TheMarshall–Lerner condition: a proof

Assume that trade is initially balanced and that the prices of exports and imports do not change
in response to the volume sold. Since�� � ������ � �
�����, the change in the trade balance in
response to achange in competitiveness is
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is minus the elasticity of demand for exports, since � is the inverse of the real price of

exports. Similarly,
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is theelasticity of demand for imports. TheMarshall–Lerner condition for

an improvement in the balance of trade to follow from a rise in competitiveness is that the sum of
theabsolute values of thedemand elasticities isgreater than one� i.e.,
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